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An intriguing aspect of historical research is the unea1thing of
long buried treasures in the shape of old diaries, letters, reminiscenses, inscriptions chiseled on gravestones and initialed on rocks
in distant caves, cliffs and canyons. How much this resembles the
finding of fossil skeletons of long extinct animals. Paleontology
merges into history and is essentially a part of history. In history
as in paleontology one may have the good luck to stumble across
a "hot trail" leading toward a significant and exciting discovery.
Tracking down of the writings of the frontiersman, James Clyman,
was a supreme adventure in this kind of sleuthing.
I lack a formal training in the methods of historical research.
I have had the good fortune to be associated closely for thirty
years with one of the great masters of critical research and manuscript hunting, Hemy Raup Wagner. Perhaps a little of his remarkable skill rubbed off on me. And I should also appreciatively
mention the western book dealers of New York in the early twenties, who were among my friends - Lathrop Harper, Charlie
Everett, and especially Edward Eberstadt. The livlihood of these
people depended upon their uncanny ability to ferret out the
literary sources of local history, principally from family records
and attics, the shelves of other dealers, and almost neglected archives across the breadth of the land.
James Clyman came suddenly upon me one memorable day at
the Bancroft Library when I secured and started to read Richard
Tremaino Montgomery's transcript of Clyman's "plum-pudding"
of a diary. I had been posting up on the early days of the Rocky
Mountain fur trade and the overland emigration. Clyman fitted
into both of these pictures. In fact, a note pencilled into the transcript said that James Clyman had left a "sketch" of his "adventures with Ashley's Fur Company with the Historical Society of
Milwaukee." A long search was instituted for this narrative.
Meanwhile, with the help of my dear aunt, Roberta Ca1ter
Camp, we heard of Clyman's descendants who were still living
at Napa. A visit there confirmed the fact that they occupied the
old Clyman farm near Union Station. Clyman's commodious home
remained in good repair (it stands today, shorn of its fields and
orchards) and Wilbur Lamar Tallman retained memories of the
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old Colonel, his grandfather. He remembered that Clyman had
written some reminiscences on a slate in his old age and that these
had been copied by his mother and taken away "by someone - he
didn't remember who or where." He went upstairs and brought
down a neat little "trunk" with a compartment under its rounded
top. He reached into this and pulled out a handful of small pocketsized brown leather notebooks - the famous diaries - including
"book 9" which Montgomery had not been able to find. This detailed the crossing from California to Missouri in 1846, meeting
the Donner Party at Laramie.
The miniature trunk also contained Clyman's dress uniform as
honorary Colonel of the Wisconsin militia - stiff visored cap,
cape, blouse with epaulettes, and trousers, Mr. Tallman also had
Clyman's "J & S Hawken" rifle with its stock now painted red for
the Fomth-of-July Parades in Napa. The ramrod was missing from
this piece.
We went around the orchards that had been planted by James
Clyman - walnuts, peaches, prunes, cherries - and there were
broad fields of hay and grain. Behind the big home was a rude
cabin of clapboards that was built in the 1850's and was the first
house occupied by the Clymans at Napa. Beside the first door
of the big house was a great bush, really a small tree, of red
camellias. The ground was like a red carpet, covered by the fallen
blossoms.
Mr. Tallman's recollections of his grandfather were not vivid.
He was a very old man approaching ninety when Tallman was still
a boy. He remembers his mother transcribing reminiscences from
Clyman's slate - a tedious job for them both. He recalled how the
old hunter would take his gun and visit some secret "cove" in
the mountains where he still might find a grizzly or some deer.
He used to marvel at the Colonel's strict honesty which caused
him to reprimand the boys for overcharging the neighbors for
some vegetables, in fact to return the money to them. There were
some large gold nuggets at the house that were obtained during
the Gold Rush. These had been lost for years and were finally recovered, buried in the garden!
The Tallman children: Edy, Lamar, Clyde, Beverly and the
three girls were born and raised on this farm . Some of them were
active youngsters when we first met them. They are scattered
now. The old place was sold just before Wilber Tallman's death
in 1949. Edy Paul Tallman bought a ranch on the Silverado Trail
and still lives there with his wife and children, and with his
mother, Mrs. Annie P. Tallman. Her memories and acquaintance-
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ships with the Clyman-McCombs relatives have been of great
help in securing information. She has donated the Clyman uniform
to the DeYoung Museum in Golden Gate Park, San Francisco.
After a second visit, Mr. Tallman agreed to have the diaries
published by the California Historical Society. This finally led to
their acquisition by the Huntington Library where they remain
today together with other manuscripts, accounts and another small
diary of later years preserved by the Tallmans.
Meanwhile, a search continued for the Rocky Mountain narrative. I inquired at the libraries and historical societies that seemed
most promising. There was no Milwaukee Historical Society but
there had been an "Old Settlers Club" there. Their library could
find no pe1tinent holdings. But the Wisconsin State Historical Society at Madison sent photostats of a manuscript from the Lyman
C. Draper Collection. This was partly the story of the years 18231825 that Clyman had written at Napa in 1871 for R. T. Montgomery, editor of the Napa Reporter. The final pages of this
narrative, which Montgomery had not seen, were copied from
Clyman's slate by his daughter, Lydia, and sent directly to Draper
in 1879.
It might seem that this was the missing "Ashley's Fur Company"
manuscript that Clyman claimed to have sent to Milwaukee, but
this cannot be so. The story, ran serially in the Napa Reporter in
1872 (March 30, April 6, 13, 20, 27, May 4 and ll) already contained Clyman's statement about the leaving of the fur trade manuscript at Milwaukee. This Milwaukee manuscript was written, then,
before 1871. There is some possibility, perhaps even a probability,
the Clyman's "Memorandum" of 1840 written at the Ross Mill in
Wawawtosa, Wisconsin was actually this account. Due to the
kindness of the later Mr. George H. Rogers of Minneapolis we
were at last apprised of this document. After Mr. Rogers death it
was with some difficulty brought to light again through the efforts
of my friends, Everett Graff and Fred Kurfuss. If we publish early,
many of the items missed in our research still hopefully come
floating in to gladden our eyes and hearts, and fill some of the
gaps we have long puzzled over.
James Clyman's association with Jedediah Smith and Thomas
Fitzpatrick in the Arikara fight and the rediscovery of South Pass
had been published in Montgomery's Napa Reporter in 1872. Curiously enough Montgomery barely mentioned this episode in his
sketch of Clyman's life and Bancroft, who collected nearly every
important item in the California newspapers, failed to notice this
one, and Bancroft scarcely does justice to the career of Jed Smith.
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When the Draper photostats came to me from Wisconsin, I was
surprised to find this mention of the 1824 crossing of South Pass.
At that time I had not heard of the newspaper account. I discussed
the possibility of the Smith-Fitzpatrick rediscovery of South Pass
with Henry Wagner and he very abruptly told me that he saw
nothing in Clyman's reminiscences that proved an actual crossing
of South Pass. Other historians felt the same way about this Clyman's geography being a bit hazy in places. I showed Mr.
Wagner the entry of August 20, 1844 in Clyman's overland diary,
where Clyman says: "Made 7 miles and encamped close below
another Kenyon through which the creek passes and near to where
we encamped in January 1824 at which time we under J. Smith
and T. Fitzpatrick first traversed the now well known South Pass
and camped on Green River on the 19th of March passing the main
ridge of the Rocky Mountains in February and March 11 days of
which time we never saw a drop of water except what we thawed
from snow."
Having convinced Henry Wagner, and that was not easy, I began to search for the elusive newspaper article. There were no references to this in Montgomery or Bancroft. The Tallman family
thought it had been printed in the Napa Reporter. I went to the
office of that paper and found the files fairly complete stacked
away in the shop. While searching, and still without success, a
member of the McCombs family (Clyman's wife's family) came in
from Wooden Valley with a copy of the Reporter for 1872, containing an installment of Clyman's article. It was then easy to locate the rest of it and it could be shown that the entire series
were taken from the first section of the manuscript now in the
Draper Collection at Wisconsin.
That old file of the Napa Reporter is presently housed in the
library of the American Antiquarian Society at Worcester, Massachusetts. How it got there is another story. Suffice to say that at
one time the file from 1853 to 1906, containing a wealth of pioneer
notes and narratives, was about to be sent to the paper mills to
be turned into pulp!
I have not mentioned the many false and unprofitable leads that
I tried to follow. One of these was an almost completely abortive
attempt to track down the papers of R. T . Montgomery. I still
wonder if any of his manuscripts are in existence.
I was lucky in having to work with the unusual name of Clyman.
Think of the difficulties that faced Maurice Sullivan in his search
for the descendants of a man named Smith - J edediah Smith.
Even that task was not overwhelming, and Sullivan was eminently
successful.
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Memories of My Father,
Jack London
BECKY LONDON FLEMING

When people ask me about my memories of my father, there is
one thing I always tell them : Please remember that I was only
14 when he died, and that happened in 1916 when children were
much younger for their years than they are today.
Unfortunately for me and my sister Joan, who was a little less
than two years older than I, we saw more of Daddy when we
were quite young. As we grew older, he was frequently away - on
lecture trips, on his ranch, on the Snark in the South Seas, in
Honolulu, etc. This meant he was seldom in Oakland where we
lived; so we did not see him often.
My young memories of my father are of a big, friendly playmate,
one who would romp and roughhouse with me, or who would
listen, as though he were really interested, to what I had to say
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Views of Becky London Fleming at The California History
Institute, March 23, 1974 at U.O.P.
Photo By Andy Flink
about my friends or school or the books I had read or the theaters
and vaudeville shows I had seen. When we went to amusement
places such as Idora Park in Oakland, or the chutes in San Francisco near the Cliff House, he seemed to have as much fun as
Joan and I did. Looking back, I am sure he couldn't have enjoyed
the merry-go-round or the scenic railway as much as I did, but
he made me think he did.
I will never forget the last night the three of us, Joan, Daddy
and I, spent together. First we went to San Francisco to a big
restaurant for dinner. I had never been in such a place before.
About half the men and women dining there were in formal evening clothes. (Remember, please, this was 1916, and people
"dressed" for dinner, especially if they went to a "fine" restaurant.)
I kept staring, I had never before seen such fine dresses. Behind
some palms at one end of the dining room, some musicians played
softly all the time. It was a wonderland to me.
When the meal was served I turned my attention to our own
6

table. Doubtless we had soup and salad, bread and butter, but I
don't remember. However, I'll never forget the steaks we had. They
were the thickest I had ever seen, crisp and dark brown on the
outside, and pink - no, red - and very juicy when cut. I remember feeling so grownup when neither Daddy nor the waiter
offered to cut my meat for me.
Daddy said the steak was the best he had ever eaten, and added
that he wanted to thank the chef. Right then, for the first time,
I realized that Daddy was "somebody." No ordinary person could
ask for the chef to leave his kitchen and come into the dining
room. I was almost bursting with pride. As he turned to leave, the
chef asked Joan and me what we would like for dessert: we could
have anything we wanted, he said. I remember that Joan asked for
bananas and cream. But I felt that here was an opportunity to get
something I had asked mother for any number of times and been
refused. So I spoke up and said, "Half a cantaloupe filled with
whipped cream, not ice cream." It was delicious. (Incidentally,
it is an excellent dessert because the whipped cream doesn't melt
as ice cream does! )
When we left the restaurant we took a taxi to the theater
though it was only a few blocks. You see, Daddy had small feet
for a man, and hated to walk on city pavements. He would have
preferred a horsedrawn cab because he didn't like autos or machines of any kind. But horses "wouldn't do" in San Francisco:
there was too much traffic, too many hills, and there were still
some cobblestone streets.
I can't remember when I didn't go to the theater. Mother had
several cousins who were well-known actresses - the most illustrious of these was Minnie Maddern Fiske - and whenever one of
them came on tour and played in San Francisco and Oakland, we
went to each of her different plays. Sometimes we sat out front,
sometimes we were behind the scenes watching everything. Besides these relatives we saw all the well-known theatrical men and
women of the day because they all played in both San Francisco
and Oakland.
Also, there were the Orpheum and Pantages theaters which
showed vaudeville, and Joan and I were taken by our mother,
Bessie Maddern London, practically every time the theaters
changed their programs. The young people of today who know
nothing about the "live" theater of that time and who have never
seen a vaudeville show have missed great enteliainment.
At the theater that last night with Daddy we went to see a very
famous actor of that period, Henry Miller, in ''The Great Divide."
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This was something Joan and I had been looking forward to for
some time, and now we were to see it with Daddy! It was a wonderful climax to a wonderful evening. But it was something that
was never to happen again!
This might seem to be a mere handful of memories, but I
treasure them all. The greatest regret of my life is that I was not
older when Daddy passed away: it would have meant so much to
me to have known him more intimately as a man and my father
as well as a playmate.
I don't know how young I was when I began to read. You see,
my sister was nearly two years older, and I wanted to do everything she did: so I learned to read. Also, my mother always read
to us after we were in bed at night. Usually I went to sleep before
the stmy ended; so here was another incentive for me to learn to
read - I wanted to know how the story ended.
The first book that I read that made a lasting impression on me
was Kipling's Jungle Book. I wasn't so interested in Mowgli as I
was in the wolves, the elephants, and the rest of the animals.
I guess it was from this book that I came to think very little of the
"banderlog," and to this day I do not like monkeys.
When I was a little girl there were not many books for children
as there are today; but I do remember four very well. All were
about animals, and of these, three were about dogs. These were
A Dog of Flanders, Gallopoff the Talking Pony, Gypsy the Talking
Dog, and John Muir's Stickeen, another Alaskan dog story like
White Fang and The Call of the Wild.
Daddy gave Joan and me a puppy called Glen - after Daddy's
ranch in Glen Ellen, California. He told us the puppy was the son
of White Fang. This meant nothing to me until one day when I
was dusting our books I noticed that one was titled White Fang.
It was on a shelf with a lot of other books which I had been told
were "Daddy's books." I had thought this meant they belonged
to him. Then I noticed that under the title of each book there
was the name "Jack London." That was when I first realized that
my Daddy had written all those books! It was a thrilling moment
for me - a revelation! And it still seems as thrilling to me now,
more than six and a half decades later, - one of the most memorable moments of my life.
I then proceeded to read White Fang, The Call of The Wild,
and my father's other stories about Alaska, with all the amazement
and eagerness of a child who had suddenly discovered a wonderland which she felt was specially created for her. I confess that
I read the Alaska gold-rush tales in hope there would be more
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stories about dogs. But it was many years later that Daddy wrote
Jerry of the Islands and Michael, Brother of Jerry - both dog
stories written shortly before his sudden death on November 22,
1916, just seven weeks before his 41st birthday.
Both the Jerry and Michael stories were first serialized in a
national magazine and then published in book fonn, all in the
year 1917. But before Daddy's untimely passing, there were already 43 of his books on that shelf in our hom e, all first editions,
and all inscribed by him either to my mother or to my sister Joan
and me. However, his estate kept finding stories which he had
sold to various magazines throughout America and in England,
and which were enough to fill five more volumes in the next six
years. These, along with the two books about the dogs Jerry and
Michael, brought the grand total of my father's published books
to 50 just a month before I came of age in October, 1923.
As the books on that shelf grew in number I read every one,
and my pride in Daddy grew and grew. As a youngster, I never
let pass an opportunity to tell people that my Daddy wrote books
- that he was Jack London. At tha:t period of my life I must have
been insufferable.
I often marvel at the great variety of things and places my father
wrote about. I imagine that his stories about the Far North will
always lead the interest in his books. But there are also his stories
about the Pacific Islands, Hawaii, and the South Seas; books like
The Valley of the Moon and Martin Eden that give a vivid picture
of much of northern California and especially describe Oakland in
the early 1900's. And there are his little known or appreciated
science fiction stories, the outstanding example being The Star
Rover. In this respect it is interesting to note that Jack London
preceded Hugo Gernsbeck as a Science Fiction writer by about
15 years.
Further, London's interest in anthropology and his study of it
is revealed in his book Before Adam and in several of his short
stories. Also, he wrote sociological books under the titles of The
People of the Abyss and The Road, and articles on socialism and
two books on this subject named Revolution and The Iron Heel.
You will note that I haven't mentioned my father's plays - in
spite of some recent interest in them on the VVest Coast - because
I've never considered him a playwright. All I can say about them
is that his plays are better than his poems.
By this time, doubtless, you have come to the conclusion that
I am very proud and glad to say that Jack London was my father.
Perhaps, just perhaps, I am a little bit biased. But don't you, too,
9

think that he wrote quite a number of fascinating books upon a
remarkably wide range of subjects? Although, due to the divorce

of my parents before I was three years old, I personally never
profited from his estate after I came of age, I still glow with
pride when I think of the increasing popularity of his books, and
of his worldwide readership, for his works have been translated
into scores of languages, and the number is steadily growing. And
would you like to know the title of the book that has been the
most popular of all? It is one of his early books, in fact his sixth
book, The Call of the Wild, the story of a dog.

Panel on Jack London at the U.O.P. History Institute, March
23, 1974. Irving Shepard [center] nephew of Jack London, right,
Becky London Fleming, left, Robin Lampson, moderator.
Photo By And y Flink
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Cou rtesy of The lake of the Sky by George Wharton James

WE CAll IT lAKE TAHOE
MARY ARAM

In the summer of 1915 I saw Lake Tahoe for the first time.
Mainly because our mode of travel was so vastly different from
today's, that trip remains indelible in my memory.
From our home town of Santa Cruz, California, our family
went by train to the little town of lone, in Amador County. There
we joined friends who had a camp wagon rigged and waiting.
Leaving lone that first early morning, my two brothers and I
quickly assumed the roles of pioneers of Gold Rush days. We
weren't riding in a simple canvas-covered wagon, drawn by two
sturdy horses. Oh, no! Inside a towering Conestoga, we jogged and
swayed through clouds of dust stirred up by the four straining
oxen pulling it.
Six of us occupied the wagon - three adults and three children.
The seventh member of our party, a young man named Charley,
rode his own horse ahead of the wagon. He carried a rifle, telling
us he meant to use it to provide wild game for some of our campfire meals. But my brothers and I knew better. Charley really was
our wagon train scout, seeking out water holes and keeping on the
alert for Indians!
(I'm forever grateful to a very special friend and grade school
teacher. She has been gone for many years, but it was she who
kindled in my heart the first tiny spark that, over more than half
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a century, has flamed to an all-consuming love affair with California history.)
The exact order of our campsites, going and coming, eludes me
now. But I recall one near Placerville, others at Kyburz, Strawberry and Echo Summit. Strawberry was my favorite. Here, in the
shelter of a grove of pines that separated a large meadow from
the South Fork of the American River, our camp was set up.
Diagonally across the river a sheer granite wall rose to what
seemed an incredible height. Someone said it was called Lovers'
Leap because, years before, a young Indian couple, desperately in
love but for some tribal reason unable to marry, had jumped to
their deaths from its top. How my romantic young heart bled for
those two whose only hope of remaining together lay in that agonizing hand-in-hand plunge down the face of the cliff! Need I
mention my disenchantment, later, in finding other Lovers' Leaps
in California - all named for the same reason?
At any rate, blue smoke, exuding the fragrance of burning pine,
soon rose from oui· campfire and, when the savory aroma of
Charley's Squirrel Stew assailed my nostrils, my heart miraculously
forgot to bleed.
I had seen many pictures of Lake Tahoe, but actually looking
down on it for the first time thrilled me beyond all anticipation.
I thought we would never reach the Lake! We did - near
a place called Tallac. Jumping from the wagon, I quickly discarded
my shoes and stockings and waded into the lake, with one purpose
in mind. In this shining moment I filled a small botlle with water
and corked it tightly, to carry home to display to envious school
chums.
Nearly four decades later I learned the water hadn't come from
Lake Tahoe at all. Instead, I'd taken it from Lake Bigler.
While doing research on Joseph Aram, I repeatedly came across
the name of John Bigler, a contemporary of Aram's, and California's third governor. In the early 1950's my nephew, Clifford
McCormick, married Margaret Elizabeth Bigler of Redwood City,
California. I soon learned that Beth, as we fondly called her, is
the great-great-grandaughter of Philip Bigler, a first cousin to
John Bigler.l
A confusion of names plagued the lake from the day of its discovery, February 14, 1844, by John C. Fremont. He called it
"Mountain Lake." Later, he evidently changed his mind and called
it "Lake Bonpland" after his friend, Amade' Bonpland, a noted
French botanist. Charles Preuss, Fremont's draughtsman, recorded
the name Bonpland on later Fremont maps. 2
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Both of these names were short-lived. Friends of Governor John
Bigler ( 1852-56) wanted the lake named in his honor, and from
1853 it was known as Lake Bigler.
On January 8, 1852, when Governor Bigler took his oath of office
at Vallejo, he is said to have intimated in his inaugural address
that, "the fewer and plainer the laws by which a people are governed, the better." (How grateful we would be with more 'John
Biglers' in our government today!)
Admittedly, Bigler made many political enemies, but he was
fundamentally a kind man, and in his personal life he attracted
hosts of life-long friends.
He seemed happiest when championing the cause of men struggling to make a new start in this great state of ours. He was a
leader in establishing emigrant stations east of the Sierra Nevada
Mountains, to aid impoverished travelers, and befriended those
seeking free farm lands.
But is was the downright humanity of John Bigler that endeared
him to countless numbers of Sacramento citizens during the 1850
cholera epidemic that claimed many lives. Without concern for
his own health, he went about the city administering to scores of
people suffering from the disease. His only concession to precaution was wrapping a lump of camphor in a handkerchief and pressing it to his nostrils whenever he could.
In an early history of Sacramento, Dr. John F . Morse named
Bigler as the one individual who deserved special mention for his
heroic work. 3
Back to the lake - the Bigler name was not made official until
February of 1870. As already stated, John Bigler had his political
foes, a chief reason being that he was an outspoken secessionist
during the Civil War. This brought strong Union objection to honoring him by naming the lake for him. So, although the name
finally became official, it failed in popularity.
In August of 1859 a young engineer, crossing with a party from
St. Joseph, Missouri, to California, glimpsed the lake for the first
time. He was William Henry Knight, who recorded, "No imagination can conceive the beauty, sublimity and inspiration of that
scene, especially to one who had for weary months been traversing
dusty, treeless and barren plains. The contrast was overwhelming.
Tears filled my eyes as I gazed upon the fairy scene. I recall the
entrancing picture today, in all its splendid detail, so vividly was
it photographed upon my brain."
In 1861, Knight began meticulously gathering data for the first
general map of the Pacific States, covering the area from British
13

Columbia to Mexico, and from the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific
Coast. In 1862 his map was ready for the engraver. He had given
special instructions to his draughtsman, V. Wackenreuder, to omit
any name from Lake Bigler.
His map finished, Knight invited John S. Hittell, editor of the
Alta California, and Dr. Henry De Groot, a writer for both the
San Francisco Evening Bulletin and the Sacramento Union, to meet
with him one evening at Bancroft's publishing house in San Francisco.
Dr. De Groot had recently returned from the Comstock silver
mines in the Washoe District of Western Nevada. He noticed the
map's un-named lake, and questioned Knight about it. The engineer mentioned the general dissatisfaction with the Bigler name,
adding that he felt this might be a good time to consider another
name for the beautiful lake.
The names of several prominent men were proposed, ranging
from ex-presidents to John C. Fremont himself. All were rejected,
for one reason or another. Finally, Knight looked across at De
Groot. "Doctor, you've just returned from that area. Do you know
what the Washoe Indians call the lake?"
"Why, yes! They call it 'Tahoe.' To them the name is synonymous
with 'big water,' or 'water in a high place."
At first the engineer said he didn't care much for the name.
but the enthusiasm of his friends quickly changed his mind,
especially when they agreed to back it with the support of their
publications. So the name Lake Tahoe was inserted and the map
was published by Bancroft in 1862.
At Knight's written request, the Land Office at Washington,
D. C. agreed to substitute the name Tahoe for Bigler on its next
annual map and in all subsequent printed matter of the Department of the Interior.
The Territorial Legislature of Nevada was in session at the time
and, because Navada claimed half of the lake, there was some objection there to any change of name.
In spite of the fact that the name Tahoe had the Federal Government's acceptance and general public approval, the Hon. W .
A. King of Nevada County, California, introduced a bill into the
Assembly declaring Bigler the official name. The bill passed the
Assembly on February 1st, the Senate on February 7th, and was
approved by Governor Henry H. Haight on February 10, 1870.4
It wasn't until the year 1945 that the California State Legislature officially changed the name of the lake from Bigler to Tahoe. 5
Beth McCorr.1ick, an active participant in many outdoor sports,
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enjoys water skiing on Lake Tahoe. And I suspect she seldom
thinks of the thing she and the lake once shared - the name
Bigler.
But somehow, one seems to forget about "generation gaps
while reflecting upon the precious links in the chain that join
California's yesterdays with California's todays.
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CALIFORNIA'S GOLD DISCOVERY
The Record Set Straight
REv. FRANCIS

J. WEBER

Accounts of California's gold rush traditionally associate the
person of James W. Marshall with that discovery in terms effectively overshadowing any presence of the precious substance prior
to January 24, 1848. That such an impression is historically indefensible becomes obvious from remarks of Richard Henry Dana
who reported that he had "heard rumors of gold discoveries" at
least a dozen years before. 1 The number of claims and counterclaims are legion. Among the more persuasive is that of the itinerant trapper, W . F. Thompson, who supposedly found gold in the
Downey River in Sierra County sometime in 1839. 2 The San
Fernando Mission district in Southern California, however, bears
the distinction of having supplied the world with the first documented instance of California gold, six years before Marshall
found the glittering nuggets in Sutter's millrace near the south
branch of the American River.
As early as 1840, Andres Castillero,a a renowned Mexican mineralogist, reported finding, in the vicinity of San Fernando, tepate
(water-worn pebbles of iron Pyrite), a substance which, he
claimed, indicated the likelihood of placer gold in the area. Eugene
Duflot de Mofi·as visited San Fernando in the 1849's, and in his
description of the once proud frontier outpost, the French traveller
commented on the estanc-ias or mission ranches of Las Virgenes,
La Amorga, La Huerga, San Francisquito, noting that "at this last
rancho, gold was discovered."4
The incident alluded to is the earliest for which a definite date
and probable location can be authenticated. Credit for finding
the elusive metal goes to Francisco Lopez, 5 the mayordomo of the
mission, who unearthed the precious substance on March 9, 1842,
in present-day Placerita Canyon, near Castaic. 6 The discovery was
made near a ranch house on a parcel of land granted by Governor
Juan Bautista Alvarado to Antonio del Valle on January 22, 1839.
The epochal event was described by Abel Stearns:
Lopez, with a companion while in search of some stray horses, about midday stopped under some trees and tied their horses to feed. While resting
in the shade, Lopez with his sheath knife dug up some wild onions, and in
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the dirt discovered a piece of gold. Searching further he found more. On his
return to town he showed the pieces to his friends, who at once declared
there must be a placer of gold there.7

Subsequent investigations indicated that auriferous fields extended "from a point on the Santa Clara River about fifteen or
twenty miles above its mouth over all the country drained by its
upper waters and thence easterly to Mount San Bernardino." 8
It is related how "news of the discovery soon spread among the
inhabitant, from Santa Barbara to Los Angeles, and in a few weeks
hundreds of people were engaged in washing and winnowing the
sands and earth of these gold fields." 9 Though the ensuing rush to
California was modest in comparison to the one following the
Mother Lode find in 1848, Hubert Howe Bancroft recorded that
a goodly number of prospectors soon filled the area, many of them
from as far away as Sonora. Within a few weeks after Lopez's
discovery, "the dirt, with a scanty supply of water, was paying
two dollars per day to each man engaged in mining." 10 A second
placer was found the next year in San Feliciano Canyon on the
same ranch, about eight miles west of Newhall. Christian baptism
of this first authenticated finding of gold in California took place
in the spring of 1843, when Father Bias Ordaz offered Holy Mass
at the site on an altar built under a rustic bower." 11
The actual amount of gold taken from the area has never been
accurately determined although one writer told of a prospector
who realized $80,000 from precious metal. 12 The quality was good,
as Stearns later testified.
I find by referring to my old account books that November 22nd, 1842, I
sent Alfred Robinson, Esq., twenty ounces, California weight,13 of placer
gold to be forwarded by him to the United States Mint at Philadelphia for
assay.14

The gold bullion, deposited by Robinson on July 8, 1843, was
evaluated at $344.75 or $19 per ounceY
Excitement abounded for the next four years though scarcity
of water and crude extracting methods made efficient mining extremely difficult. With the development of the Mother Lode Country, interest in the small San Fernando deposits gradually abated
and soon died out.
There were those who believed that the padres at the nearby
mission had hidden away great quantities of gold for their private
use. Theodore T. Johnson's treatise accounted for "the rigid silence
as to the existence of gold in the counhy, maintained for more
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than a century" by charging that the missionaries realized that "the
day of their supremacy and influence in California had gone by
never to return" and were planning well for the years ahead.16
A visitor to the mission in 1904 saw huge gapping holes dug into
the soil within the Church itself. Even before the main altar were
vestiges of a disappointed prospectorY As late as 1915, vandals
were reported "searching for the holy treasures that were buried
in the bosoms of the dead monks" 18 interred within the confines
of the ruined mission church. Though the friars could scarcely
have profited from a discovery made a generation after secularization, "the Fates would have been inconsiderate if they had not
granted the Franciscan missions at least a minor role in that momentous drama of the discovery of gold in California."19
If it is true that prior to Marshall's fortuitous discovery "the
great treasure of the California mountains remained unsuspected
by foreign visitor and native resident alike,"20 one can understand
the relative silence of the annals for pre-1848 prospeoting activities
in the Golden State. In all fairness, however, this writer endorses
a view expressed quite forcibly forty-five years ago :
Let Mr. Marshall yield up the laurel of fame as the first pioneer discoverer
of gold in California to the brow of Don Francisco Lopez, to who it justly
belongs!21
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Hiram I ohnson - 1943

HIRAM JOHNSON AND THE NEW DEAL
FRED GREENBAUM

By 1932 informed observers knew that Hiram Johnson, Republican senior Senator from California, would not support the reelection of his fellow Californian, Republican President Herbert
Hoover. The severe policy differences between the two could have
only been bridged by a strong sense of party or personal loyalty:
Johnson was bound to Hoover by neither. In 1920 Hoover, no
serious candidate himself, had eliminated Johnson as a contender
for the Republican Presidential nomination by confining him to
California with a primary contest. In 1924 the great engineer again
undermined Johnson by campaigning for Coolidge in their native
state. 1 When Hoover acceded to the Presidency the two Californians repeatedly clashed : Hoover's answer to agricultural discontent, the Farm Bill of 1929, eliminated an optional debenture
feature and, in Johnson's opinion, left only the old, useless Jardine
Bill, "repudiated by the Congress and the farmers." 2 When the
stock market crash precipitated the depression Johnson mocked
Hoover's fraudulent confidence, his reliance upon "men who have
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much and who have lost little," and thus could assure the destitute "how sound business is" and that "everything is charming and
delightful."~ As the crisis persisted and hunger stalked the land
Johnson fumed when Hoover prevented direct relief to the unemployed while a Democratic Congress acquiesced. How could
Senate Majority Leader Robinson block relief to the unemployed
while pressing for aid to drought stricken Arkansas, he queried?
He insisted that the government fully utilize its resources to prevent starvation, for such assistance no more conshtuted a dole than
the succor granted San Francisco after the fire and earthquake.4
And he castigated Hoover for inconsistency: "When we were
dealing with children abroad, Hoover refused to be bound by
any rigid rule and insisted that at all hazards when children required nourishment and aid, and that aid should be given." 5
Suspicious of Hoover's motives, his immediate reaction to the Reconstruction Finance Corporation was a supposition that New
York banks wanted to unload their frozen assets to a Federally
backed corporation; 6 and he mocked the great financiers who
prated about "individual initiative," about the need to keep government out of business, but "were the first to come whining to
Washington for government relief, tearfully praying that government aid their business." 7
The isolationist Johnson attacked Hoover's internationalist foreign policy as sharply as his domestic policy. The London Naval
Treaty was the worst outrage since the League of Nations.8 Secretary of State Stimson had followed the wrong policy in Nicaragua
and Manchuria: we should have sent enough troops to Nicaragua
to do the job or withdraw completely; and it was embarassing to
take a strong stand in Manchuria with no intention to follow
through. 9 Firmly convinced that the interallied war debt should be
paid in full, Johnson attacked the Hoover moratorium as a plot by
American international bankers to obtain repayment of private
debts, for while supporting the moratorium they neither forgave
European private debts nor reduced the interest rates. The moratorium would cost $250,000,000, cancellation of the debt $8,000,000,000,000, enormously burdening the American taxpayer, while
relief was denied to the American unemployed.10
It was not surprising, then, that Johnson suggested that Hoover
not seek reelection, that he openly refused his support on October,
12, 1932, and finally, after much press speculation and earlier
commitment by other progressive Republicans, that Johnson endorsed Franklin Delano Roosevelt on October 28, 1932.U
Johnson did not expect miracles from the second Roosevelt. He
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hoped for a similar experimental attitude and a progressive frame
of reference: "I do not believe he has with clarity thought out a
fixed definite program for national relief, but I can not blame
him for this, because no one else has . . . I think we'll have to
experiment with some hundreds of millions of dollars, or perhaps
billions, and if necessary waste it, in even endeavoring to find a
solution for relief." 12 From the very first, he was pleased with
Roosevelt's attitude: Johnson was exhilirated by Roosevelt's flight
to the convention, casting tradition to the winds; flattered by an
offer of the Interior post, he preferred to retain his independence;
he was amazed how the President-elect cleared up the problem of
Muscle Shoals with one statement; he commented favorably on
Roosevelt's inaugural attack on the moneylenders; the Californian
was carried away by the exuberance of the hundred days, by the
cheerful confidence of the new resident in the White House. And
he favored most early New Deal legislation : he had long advocated
employment-creating government projects, grants-in-aid for direct
relief to the unemployed, multipurpose public power proposals, aid
to farmers, and closer regulation of big business and financial interests. About the experimental National Recovery Administration
he wrote: "Of course there is muttering and grumbling beneath
the surface concerning the National Recovery Aot, and its effects
on some businesses may be injurious, but who would tremble and
hesitate and timidly falter in this vast undertaking?"13
While he supported the Administration, even in 1933 he differed
on many issues. With other progressives, he supported the BlackCannery Thirty Hour Bill, a measure feared by the Administration;14 and he opposed Congressional efforts at inflation as dangerous to the salaried and wage earning classes he approved a
discretionary provision only because the President could then
ignore the inflationary measure; the gold bill, he explained his
negative vote, was retroactive and repudiated governmental obligations.15 These specific issues were not to lead to any serious
conflicts. But Johnson's submerged reservations were gradually to
grow in importance and to lead to a complete break with the
Administration. He was constantly wary of Roosevelt's foreign
policy: "How I wish he would . . . restrain world ambition and
confine himself to our Republic." he wrote. 16 and even while supporting specific legislation Johnson resented Roosevelt's apparently
erratic actions without consulting legislative leaders and his penchant for discretionary powers, or as Johnson was eventually to
view it, executive usurpation of legislative powers.
During 1934 he was still a firm New Dealer. Roosevelt gratui-
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tously endorsed his bill to prevent utilities from typing up regulatory agencies in court: "I can't imagine any other president during my time who would have done a thing like this, and have done
it of his own volition," he commented.li The AAA troubled him:
generally discretionary executive powers were dangerous and
specifically Secretary Wallace levied a processing tax on jute, to
protect cotton, which injured Western farmers .18 Firmly committed
to a high tariff, he feared the Jones-Costigan Bill endangered the
beet sugar industry/ 9 he tried to exclude agricultural and horticultural products from Cordell Hull's reciprocal tariffs. And he worried persistently that the New Deal might yield on the question
of the interallied debts. 20 By the end of March he was already expressing irritation: "I am trying my utmost to restrain myself in
various matters that are occurring here, and I will continue thus
until I feel that major policies are involved, and my views
upon these I will not sacrifice." 21 As the year drew to a close he
became terribly disturbed. Without apparent cause the president
mounted a campaign against progressive Republican, Bronson Cutting, who had risked his career to endorse Roosevelt in 1932. When
Johnson inquired about the Cutting incident, FDR disclosed an
unpleasant side of his character, a side that stored resentment
and waited for revenge. Cutting had offended him with a Senate
speech accusing the Hyde Park patrician of forgetting the sacrifices
of the veterans. After the election, Denis Chavez, the defeated
Democrat, challenged the results. Tragically, Cutting was killed
in the crash of his airplane when flying from New Mexico with
information to protect himself. Johnson joined other progressives
in a boycott when Chavez was presented to the Senate as Cutting's
successor. The Cutting episode was followed almost immediately
by evidence of Roosevelt's duplicity, and on an issue close to Johnson's heart, the World Court.
To Johnson American entrance into the World Court was the
first step toward collective security as symbolized by the hated
League of Nations. Privately, Roosevelt had assured him that his
only interest in the Court was to fulfill a platform pledge and
Johnson understood that there was to be no personal intercession.
Nevertherless, the President sent a strong message to Congress and
brought the full force of the Administration behind his move.
Caught off guard by what he considered to be an unsportsmanlike
action, Johnson fought vigorously and succeeded in defeating the
proposal. 2 '~ While this incident distressed Johnson, he continued
to reiterate his belief that FDR did not wish to take us into the
European mess, but was being pushed by his advisors. 24
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Yet these incidents left their mark. Johnson often reacted negatively to Roosevelt's tactics while supporting the Administration's
goals. Long jealous of the prerogatives of the Senate, he was
loath to grant power to the executive. Only the emergency nature
of World War One could sway his vote toward Wilson's requests
for executive power, and even then he stopped short of endorsing violations of civil liberties. ~ 5 Similarly he would only grant discretionary powers to the New Deal during an emergency period.
While in 1934 he wanted to treble the Public Works Administration appropriation, in 1935 he voted to halve the appropriation,
for relief and to limit its duration to one year; he feared the discretionary powers requested and was wary of the potential centralizing effects of a wealthy, powerful federal corporation (Works
Progress Administration). Defeated in his efforts, he voted for
the bill with misgivings : "It is a terrible thing to contemplate
giving any such sum of money to any one man under any circumstances, but perhaps it may be worse if we do not do anything for
the relief of the present situation. 26
While in December, 1934, he mused that the New Deal had
already surpassed the "radical" Progressive Party platform of 1912
throughout 1935 he continued to support Roosevelt from the left. 27
A security wage on WPA projects, in lieu of the customary prevailing wage, was unfair; no one had suggested that steel and concrete purchased for the projects should be manufactured at cost
or at a limited profit. Why should workers receive reduced
wages? 28 He continued to support New Deal legislation despite
misgivings :
On the other hand, there are so many petty annoyances from those about
Roosevelt, so little idea of realities from some of his advisors, the undoubted
scheme to distribute money legally under relief laws, and legally, I must
under AAA laws, with the secret design, as I imagine in many instances,
of affecting the political situation, that it is disgusting in the extreme. I
presume though as always in this life of ours, we must weigh the advantages
over the disadvantages, and in doing this with Roosevelt, I think we can
balance the ledger greatly to his credit.~U

When the New Deal introduced neutrality legislation, under
political pressure, once again he had to balance the advantages
and disadvantages. While supporting the bill, he successfully opposed the discretionary provisions; for the President to label and
refuse to supply an aggressor was an act of war, he declared. 30 By
December, with economic conditions improving, he was ready for
a respite in innovation; he predicted that 1936 would be a year
of retranchment, with no major new legislation. 31
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But during 1936 the scales tipped against the administration; yet,
he did not join the opposition. It was a year of soul searching for
Johnson; he was unable to break with the first president since
Teddy of whom he had approved. In January, he was still exonerating Roosevelt, insisting that he was hamstrung by the internationalist commitments of his advisers.:~~ He feared that Roosevelt's
most vehement opposition, the Liberty League, was turning the
election into a class war by making AI Smith "the hero and
savior of wealth and entrenched dishonesty.":{ 3 But as the year
progressed he began to realize that the President, himself, had a
"wild desire to monkey with the situation abroad," and he was
bitter when Roosevelt implicitly questioned the patriotism of an
isolationist opponent, the jurist John Bassett Moore.:H Incidents of
Roosevelt's vain glorious power mounted and irritated Johnson
almost beyond endurance, but he realized that his reelection was
inevitable; he feared Roosevelt's actions thereafter. 35 Recuperating
from a stroke during the summer of 1936, he was separated from
the excitement of New Deal \Vashington and isolated with "The
Boss," his wife; by this time she had become vehemently antiRoosevelt, anticipating a dictatorship.~r. Not prepared to commit
himself, he had his wife inform Harold Ickes that he was too ill
to be approached about a statement on the campaign. 37 The
overwhelming margin of Roosevelt's victory gave him pause: "All
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sorts of experiments we may see, some of which will give us the
cold shivers."~ 8 And the rush of events following the election confirmed his most dire fears.
Long a friend of labor, Johnson never adjusted to the Committee for Industrial Organization; the labor disturbances in 1936,
culminating in the General Motors sit-down strike in December
severed his last emotional ties to the New Deal. The apparent
friendliness of the Administration to the radical Harry Bridges in
San Francisco disturbed him : There are too many Bridges, John
L. Lewises, Dubinskys and Zaritskys and others in this fight. 39
But the break, when it came with an apprent suddeness in February of 1937, was over the Supreme Court. 40
Johnson had not been attuned ·t o the Supreme Court. When the
Court declared the NDA unconstitutional he reported genially that
Roosevelt had been foiled by a Constitutional clause suited to
interstate commerce in the 1780's as interpreted by "nine old men,
who, just as much as the movie star in Hollywood dramatize themselves for their big day. 41 Even ai: the height of the Court fight
he had little respect for these particular judges; never.theless, it
was necessary to prevent the annexation of the Court by the executive.42 Neither the President's supporters nor his opponents accepted the stated purposes of the bill; both knew that Roosevelt
wanted a New Deal Court. When Van Devanter was enticed into
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retirement by a New Deal ploy of increasing the pension, Johnson
was furious; and the shift of Hughes and Roberts nauseated him
for he felt they had bowed to Roosevelt; still both aotions were
better than passage of the bill.4~ Despite his anger, he expressed
sorrow to Raymond Moley that Roosevelt's actions had driven him
into opposition, for he knew that the gap would widen as the days
passed. 44 But once in opposition, he fought with his customary
vigor. He wrote to his son at the beginning of the Supreme Court
fight that he would try to prevent the President's sinister grasp of
power. In Johnson's view FDR's sympathy for the sit-down strike,
his persistent pressure on Congress to grant him the power to make
war, and his efforts to pack the Court aggravated the Senator's
fear that "we're on the road to fascism."45 Before long, he had decided that only the form of the coming dictatorship was in
question.46
It was during an attack on the sit-down strikes that he first publicly proclaimed the possibility of dictatorship. The sit-down strike
was too blatant an attack on property rights for him to absorb :
"I am opposed to the idea that any body of men can come into my
house . . . and say that they will keep. possession of our homes
during the time while we are determining whether we will yield
to some demand of theirs." He reminded the nation that there
were laws for the suppression of insurrection and violence, under
which the President could react with the request of a Governor;
at the very least he urged the passage of the Byrnes resolution condemning sit-down strikes. Roosevelt remained silent, he suspected,
to repay John L. Lewis for a $600,000 campaign contribution : "If
the sit-down strike is carried on with the connivance of the public
authorities, then the warning signals are out, and down that road
lurks dictatorship." Explaining this phase to his son after its sensational reception, he wrote that Mussolini had grasped power
while the factories were occupied by the workers; Hitler's rise to
power was similar; the same malaise was destroying the Blum
government in France 47 For the first time in his career Johnson
found himself out of harmony with organized labor. He was outraged when the Governors of Pennsylvania and Ohio intervened
in labor disputes in favor of the unions; he felt Roosevelt was moving too swiftly on the question of maximum hours and minimum
wages, that the question was too complicated for "a couple of
weeks of investigation by a blatherskite committee."48 When the
LaFollette Committee investigated anti-union activities of the
Associated Farmers of California, Johnson fumed privately, accused the subcommittee of anti-employer bias, and charged that
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Senators LaFollette and Thomas "were representatives of John
L. Lewis and Earl Browder."49
Not only was Johnson dismayed by labor developments, he had
lost patience with the New Deal farm program; it was suspended
on the twin pillars of compulsion and discretion. He had reluctantly voted to loan the power of the purse to Henry Wallace in
1933, because of the dire emergency. At first he was willing to
accept the Farm Bill of 1937, providing there was a clear time
limit. Parity was too vague a concept to suit him; parity with
what products? If Senator Frazier thought 1909-1914 was an
unjust base, how could he dispute his firsthand knowledge? In the
end, he was pleased to contribute to its defeat: "It is a regimentation of farmers, a control of them with the largesse of the State,
and a determination to do what I could never to subscribe to,
scarcity." By 1938 he thought Wallace was requesting "more
power . . . than any one man has ever been given." How could
one man make decisions concerning all of the variegated soils of
America? The bill proposed a regimentation of the farmer that
penalized soil fertility with a sugar coating of monetary rents; it
would lead to the regimentation of all industry. 50
Despite half a decade of Administration efforts in agriculture
and industry, in 1938 the nation slipped back into an economic
valley after a period of ascent. Recognizing that "ten to fifteen
millions, mostly unemployed, require assistance," and desiring to
aid the unfortunate "because government can permit its people
to starve," nevertheless, Johnson opposed a pump-priming WPA
appropriation to prevent Ickes and Roosevelt from priming the
polls.il 1 He wrote to Harry Byrd in surprisingly conservative tones :
"thinking people are very strongly opposed to the Roosevelt policies, while the recipients of the bounty of the government are enthusiastically in favor of them;" the "ballyhoo" for the relief bill
was reminiscent of Hoover's prosperity predicting optimism. 52
By this time almost any action by the New Deal became a subject for criticism. He opposed the promotion of Harry Hopkins
from the WPA to Secretary of Commerce and the appointment of
Senator Hugo Blac~ to the Supreme Court. 53 He joined the attack by the anti-New Deal coalition on an apparently innocuous
executive reorganization bill. But Johnson's opposition was more
deep rooted. Always reluctant to grant power to the executive for
purposes that were not clearly defined, he had submerged his
reservations during the emergency of the early New Deal; yet,
when in the Senate scarcely two years he had cast his vote against
Wilson's executive reorganization bill for failure to supply a de-
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tailed analysis. 04 Already fearful of Roosevelt's intentions, he
strongly challenged the Executive Reorganization Bill of 1938:
I speak sir, for retaining in the Congress the few powers that it yet has ;
I speak sir, against giving any authority all the rights and the powers and
the duties of the Congress of the United States, no matter how highly I
may regard that authority, and no matter who he may be, I speak sir, for th e
common liberty of the common man and for the privileges, prerogatives and
obligations of the Congress of the United States."~

Evidence of a pattern of executive aggrandizement, which he
had only imagined in the reorganization bill, showed itself in the
attempt by a frustrated Roosevelt to rid Congress of some of its
conservative leaders, Johnson's vehement opposition to this purge
drew him towards the Congressional conservatives." 6 But is was
for the increasingly international flavor of Roosevelt's foreign policy that Johnson reserved his strongest and most persistent attacks.
To describe Johnson as an isolationist is not adequate, for the
isolationists were a varied group. Johnson envisioned his homeland as a protected enclave; a large navy would inhibit potential
enemies; a high tariff would restrict the American market to
American producers. Cooperation with any international organization was forbidden; it would only lead to entrance into the hated
League of Nations, a commitment to collective security and consequent American participation in conflicts that did not concern
her while an international body would act upon wholly American
interests. European diplomats stood poised to seize any opportunity
that would place American troops and resources at their disposal.
While he supported American entrance into World War One,
thereafter, he suspected each succeeding administration of a conspiracy to involve us in the European mess. At first he was convinced that Roosevelt agreed with him but responded to pressure
from internationalists in his administration; after the World Court
fight he became very wary of the foreign policy of the Hyde Park
patrician. The Good Neighbor policy was "a horrible hodge-podge"
it permitted Mexican expropriation of American property without
protest, he complained; and efforts to grant a greater Panamanian
voice in the Panama Zone were unwise. 07 He tried to protect small
investors from iniquitous governments and unscrupulous financiers
with the Johnson Debt Default Act which would prohibit private
loans to any foreign government in default to the United States.
While he was convinced we would not enter the Ethiopian War
of 1935, he questioned the neutrality of a law that refused arms to
both sides when only one side was capable of manufacturing' its
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own; still he favored its policy of "minding our own business,
keeping out of Europe, European controversies, foreign wars, and
the like.'' 8 In 1936 and 1937, as in 1935, he labeled Roosevelt's desire for discretionary flexibility as a veiled seizure of the war
making power. In 1937 he opposed "cash and carry" for it did not
take the profit out of war, only the risk; it would not prevent war
but would make us the ally of the strongest navy, the British in
the Atlantic and the Japanese in the .Pacific, and their opponent's
resentment of us would not be stilled for a generation59 His fears
were confirmed when the Hated Japanese benefited from this
policy during the war with China. Johnson strongly sympathized
with China, but wanted neither intervention nor threats that
could not be backed by force. Thus he was jolted by Roosevelt's
"quarantine the aggressors" speech and later dated this statement
as the beginning of his opposition to Roosevelt's foreign policy;
the economic boycott triggered by this speech differed little from
economic sanctions, he noted, and was, therefore, warlike. 60 When
the Japanese sank the Panay he could not accept the right of anyone to sink an American gunboat as long as they apologized, but
he refused to suggest any action; none would really have been consistent with an effort to prevent American involvement. As so often
· in dealing with foreign affairs, he was torn by two emotional commitments; he deeply resented the affront to American pride and
he strongly sympathized with China and the Western Democracies,
but he resisted any response that might remotely lead to American
entrance into another false crusade. Consequently, he could support a resolution condemning the bombing of civilians, but not an
investigation that intended to blame one of the parties. 61
With a crisis in the Far East, with Japanese repudiation of the
Washington agreement, Roosevelt requested a larger Navy. Johnson was in a quandry. Long an advocate of a large two ocean
Navy, he favored the bill. Long an opponent of entangling alliances, he feared a rumored arrangement to build a Navy that complemented that of England, creating ritual dependency; after all,
a gentleman's agreement, withheld from the House of Commons,
had resulted in British entrance into World War One. 62 Even after
the onslought of the war in Europe and the fall of France he rejected a greatly enlarged Army; maybe Roosevelt was not preparing the nation for war, he mocked, and a 4,000,000 man Army was
to be sent down to Tierra del Fuego. Ga
By 1939, thoroughly disillusioned, he mused about the repeal of
the neutrality statute and a return to international law, but continued to fight for noninvolvement.64 When Roosevelt referred to
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methods short of war but stronger than war to inhibit aggressive
nations, Johnson anticipated economic sanctions; he preferred a
warrior grandson to starving unarmed and unprotected women and
children. Shocked that a secret French military mission shared
our aeronautical secrets, he reminded the nation that self-defense
was necessary; the defense of England and France was not. 65 War
in Europe was no reason to repeal the embargo, he argued, for
once hostilities had begun, the embargo's termination would be
equivalent to intervention in favor of England and France; ultimately it would result in repetition of 1917. No one knows what
the war is about, he decided, and by its end Hitler would be too
exhausted to bother us. 66 Peace could only be preserved by a
mandatory embargo, impartial to both sides.67 As World War II
progressed his resolve to remain uncommitted strengthened: lend
lease denuded us of protection; to aid Russia was to select one of
two cutthroats who might turn borrowed weapons on us; the
"Four Freedoms" and the Atlantic Charter committed us both
to war and to post war alliance to shape the world in Roosevelt's
image; to convoy ships was to abandon freedom of the seas.
Emergency authorization for compensated prope1ty seizure granted
Roosevelt all the powers possessed by Hitler, he charged. Challenging Roosevelt to request a Congressional declaration of war, he
described Administration policy as one that deliberately sought a
war-creating incident. A month before Pearl Harbor, opposing the
demise of the neutrality laws, he warned that we were being carried into the war by deceit and subterfuge. 68
Nor did he approve of the mobilization of manpower. A voluntary program should be tried before conscription, he suggested,
repeating his stand during the first war. The soldiers, he complained, were underpaid; they were not guaranteed their jobs in
the postwar period; their service should be limited to hemispheric
defense. He expressed shock that the Administration did not intend to exempt seminary students. Finally: "it is the most sinister
bill that ever was passed during my long service as a United States
Senator."
Not even Pearl Harbor ended his resistance to overseas commitment of troops; he only relented after Germany and Italy declared
war on December ll; even then he opposed the conscription of
eighteen year olds, for Englands draft began at nineteen and a
half. 69 Consistent to the end, Johnson, barely able to read or speak,
addressed the Senate: calling upon God to preserve America, he
fought the creation of a new league. He was one of three Senators
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to condemn the United Nations Charter and only illness prevented
him from casting a negative vote. 70
After three years of opposition it was no surprise that Johnson
campaigned vehemently against Roosevelt's bid for a third term.
(Teddy's effort was different; it was not for a third consecutive
term. 71 ) As in the days of Coolidge he would again support a
Senate Resolution against a third term, he announced.72 Roosevelt's renomination was a product of patronage; he had manufacture a war scare to appear indispensible; democracy rejected perpetual power, Johnson warned, and with the abandonment of the
two term tradition, nothing could prevent the office from becoming
hereditary.n Finally, Johnson could say of that man who had
once given flight to his expectations: "Power is a heady wine . . .
The gentleman who seeks it now . . . has gathered unto himself
more power than any other ruler on earth has, save in the totalitarian governments . . . All of the forebodings of Washington,
Jefferson and Jackson are fulfilled and justified."74
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AMADOR CITY, 1907
JEFFREY SCHWEITZER

Amador City was a boom town when I first arrived there late
in September sixty-one years ago. Its 800 or so people were busy,
hustling and bustling. All the nearby gold mines were in operation
and Main Street was alive with miners going to and from the
mines.
From San Francisco to Amador City, 140 miles, was an aU-day
trip. I took the 9 o'clock Southern Pacific ferry that connected
with train No. 32 which was made up of some 17 or 18 baggage,
mail, and chair cars. The train followed the original roundabout
route of the Central Pacific from Oakland to Sacramento and
served what then commonly was known as the "Southern Mines,"
the gold district along the Sierra Nevada foothills from El Dorado
County south. Usually this train was packed but years later while
travelling on a Friday and having noted a short train and but
few passengers, I was told by the conductor that people were
inclined to be superstitious and avoided Friday travelling if possible. The train stopped for 20 minutes for· lunch at Tracy. The
restaurant generally was jammed, trains arriving and departing
every little while, but the service was prompt, as it had to be, and
the food good.
Passengers bound for Tuolumne County points and Angels
Camp, changed trains at Stockton to connect with the Sierra Railway. At Lodi a branch Southern Pacific line accomodated those
going to Calaveras County. At Galt we who were on our way to
Amador County transferred to another Southern Pacific branch line
that took us to lone, Amador County, from which point we rode
the lone & Eastern Railroad, later to be reorganized to become the
Amador Central.
The latter was (and still is) a crooked, twisting, steep 10 miles
terminating at Martell where a bus for Jackson, the County Seat
two miles to the south, and 4-horse stage for Sutter Creek,
two miles, and Amador City, 4 miles to the north, awaited us. It
was dusk when the stage pulled into Amador City and stopped
first at the postoffice and then at the Imperial Hotel.
The arrival of the stage with the mail, express, and metropolitan
newspapers was a daily main event. It brought the news of the
outside world; the only other means of communication was by
telegram, used only in connection with highly important affairs
and events. A crowd always greeted the stage.
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Amador City looking north from the Keystone Mine .

Keystone Mine and 60-stamp mill looking east across String Bean
Alley from the mine office.
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Surface plant of the Keystone Mine . The timer was used to hold
open the mine workings.
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Keystone foreman, ]ames E. Davis tcith lady friend Miss Lucia
Kerr in front of the Kerr home.
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St. Patrick's Day Ball at which the Amador City Orchestra played.
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The bulky and heavy stuff was hauled on freight wagons. These
varied in size, the smallest using four or six horses and/ or mules;
the biggest as many as two dozen animals pulling a wagon with
trailer. Except for a few locally produced foods (some vegetables,
dairy products, and meats) all else was brought in. Square timber
for the mines came from the State of Oregon; round timber, costing
about one-third that of square, and used principally in the mine
stopes, came from the Sierra 15 to 20 miles to the east. Outgoing
wagons carried only gold concentrates ( sulphurets as they were
called) for treatment at distant smelters.
I rented a room at the home of Mrs. Annie Chappel. It was
comfortable and clean but it had no modern conveniences except
electric lights. There was the regular washstand with washbowl
and pitcher, the only running water in the house being in the
kitchen. The toilet, or as it was commonly called "the backhouse,"
was detached outside and hung over Amador Creek and when that
stream was low in the summer the odor was at times, to put it
mildly, a bit unpleasant; the heavy rains of fall, flushing the creek,
brought welcome relief.
Mrs. Chappel took care of me in grandmother fashion and I
look back toward her with a feeling of grateful reverence. She
did all my washing and mending and any number of other things.
Every night when I returned from the mine she had in the kitchen
(nicely warmed in winter by a wood fire in her cooking stove) a
big galvanized iron wash tub full of hot water ready for my bath,
with my clean clothes laid out near by. For the room and all those
services she charged $5. a month in gold; nothing else, it had to
be GOLD.
I boarded at the Imperial Hotel. The food was good and plentiful as it must have been to satisfy the miners who ate there. The
charge was $25 a month; for those who ate at the steak table
(where steak was served if wanted in addition to the regular fare),
it was $27.50 per month. The standard meat course was, as it was
all through the region, prime ribs of beef, all clay, every clay ·
Those in doubt about the other items on the menu could always
fall back of "prime ribs, medium."
Many of the miners were single or married men who had left
their families in Europe, principally in Italy and in the Slavic
provinces of the then Austro-Hungarian Empire (these Southern
Slavs were pleased to be called Austrians). It was customary for
them, married and unmarried, to remit payments monthly to
relatives "in the old countries" and as a consequence Amador City
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at that time was reputed to have done one of the largest foreign
money postoffice businesses in California.
As may be concluded from the foregoing the male population of
the town far outnumbered the female. So in order to take care of
these men numerous rooming and boarding-houses were established. A small cluster of such below the Bunker Hill mine
was called New Philadelphia and a similar cluster below the
Fremont mine, New Chicago. But the most interesting and best
known was that row of houses in the gulch "Miners gulch" along
which the main county road entered the town from the south. Each
house had its own vegetable garden and a few fruit trees. It was
called "String Bean Alley!"
Some miners lived in the neighboring town of Sutter Creek,
two miles to the south. Whether it was a hot summer or a rainy
winter day they walked to work and home again after their shifts;
no automobiles and but a few owned a horse and buggy.
Previous to the arrival of the Italian and Slavic miners, the
principal miners were from Cornwall. They were familiarly known
as "Cousin Jacks;" most of them had families and were permanently settled. Descended from generations of miners, mine work came
naturally and instinctively to them. They accomplished much with
apparently little effort and they were not satisfied unless a full

Amador City u;ith the Imperial Hotel iii the background.
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shift's work had been done. In my opinion the Cornishman was the
peer of all underground workers.
That is not to write that there were no topnotch miners among
the other nationalities, for there were. One such, a big husky
Serbian, happened to pass while E. H. Harrington, a Civil War
veteran, superintendent of the Bunker Hill mine, was chatting in
front of the Amador Hotel with Bert Walsh, a former University of
California track star and team captain, superintendent of the Keystone mine. One observed that "there goes a good man." The other
agreed. It developed that the fellow was working day shift in one
mine and night shift in the other, and giving satisfaction at both.
Both superintendents had him fired.
The question was, when did he sleep? The day shift left the
shaft collar at 7 A.M. and was pulled out at 5 p.m., with an hour
off at noon for lunch. The night shift went down at 6 P.M. and
came out at 4 A.M ., also with an hour off for lunch. It is my guess
that he did some dozing underground.
Hoistmen and millmen had longer shifts, eleven hours on the
day and thirteen hours on the night. Underground and above, all
changed shifts every two weeks. The hours were long and tiring.
Underground work was suspended on Sundays and holidays unless
some special repairs were necessary and important, or if there was
a shortage of ore for milling. The mills ran 24 hours a day every
day in the year except on the Fourth of July and Christmas.
During their leisure the miners did not have much choice of
recreation except at the saloons of which there were plenty. However a brass band was organized and played accomodatingly for
dances, benefits, and other functions . The band might not have
been anywhere near perfection but it added to the life of the
town and supplied a local want. A small orchestra also was organized and played for all-night dances. These generally started
at nine with a break for supper at eleven thirty and then continued
on to sunrise. Playing a wind instrument I can testify that around
3 A.M every note blown made one's lip feel as though it was being pricked by several pins and needles.
On special occasions, entertainments and other functions were
presented at the school or a church but it was at Torres Hall
that most of the social gatherings were held. Travelling theatrical
troupes would stop for a few days, rarely for a week or more, and
put on shows, mostly old-time tear-jerking melodramas. The hall
was used for roller skating when that became the rage. And of
course it was often used for dances.
To digress a bit. When a young fellow in San Francisco my
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mother had insisted that I should go to dancing school because
she thought that I was awkward and dancing would be a cure.
So on Saturday mornings I was dressed in my best and marched
off to the old Castle home at the northeast corner of Van Ness
Avenue and Sutter Street where the Duncan sisters held forth and
conducted their classes. If that name is not familiar, these were
the same Duncans who later, as dancers, became world renowned.
I would much rather have stayed at home and beaten the rugs in
the back yard. I learned little, if anything, as attested by the fact
that during my years at high school and college I did not go to
dances. But in Amador City the girls Lucia Kerr, Palmera White,
and Edith Nichols took me in tow and insisted that I attend a
dance at Torres Hall. In what must have been a weak moment
I consented. Before long I was surprised to realize how well I was
doing; I became an apt pupil and really got to like dancing. At a
party years later my mother and father were astonished watching
my performance, thanks to my girl-friend teachers at Torres Hall.
Where the famous Duncan sisters failed (but should they be
blamed?), the country girls succeeded!
Downstairs from the hall was the dining-room where the suppers
were served. Raviolis, made and cooked by the towns' ladies, were
always a super attraction. But it seemed it made little difference if
something, that should not have been included in the ingredients
of the raviolis, was added. I am thinking of the time when some
drippings from a leaky upstairs toilet became mixed with the

Amador City looking north from the Keystone Mine.
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raviolis being cooked downstairs; no one noticed it at the time
or complained but on the contrary commented how good they
were! And fortunately no one became ill.
Public picnics were popular (some have continued to the present
and are going strong) and drew big crowds from great distances.
They were the "home-coming" affairs of their day. Some individuals who did own their own rigs would have a horse and buggy
reserved for picnic day at the local stable from one year to the
next. Once in a while a small circus would make a one-night stand
at Jackson, six miles away, and we in Amador City, as from all the
country would drive over for the gala event.
The general wage scale was from $2.25 to $3 a day. No checks
were issued; the paymaster handed out envelopes in which were
gold and silver coins; good hard money. So it was simple enough
to pay Mrs. Chappel her $5 in gold. In the case of the Keystone
mine, for instance, the men received their pay at the Keystone
store, which was owned by the mine, and if anyone owed the
store, the amount owed was deducted and removed from the envelope.
The Keystone store stocked groceries and general merchandise,
with special attention to the needs of the miners. But it was at
the Chichizola Estate Company store that one could find just
about everything imaginable, from an abacus through horse collars
and whiskey to zithers. The place was so cluttered that merchandise, such as hams, pans, and even chairs, were hung on the ceiling
rafters and handled by a long slender pole with a hook on one end.
An annual deduction of $1, poll tax, for every employee was
made by the companies and turned over to the county tax collector. Another deduction was optional and completely at th.e discretion of the employee; that of $1 a month paid by the employee to
take care of sickness and / or accident; the mine matched this. If
the employee had a family to be covered he paid $1.50 a month
and the mine a like $1.50. All was paid to the local doctor who
then did his part and was on call at all times. It worked well;
while the charges were reasonable both to the employee and the
employer, the pay was generous to the doctor, who took care of
several mines, and all were perfectly satisfied.
While a few prospectors had pitched their tents or built cabins
in some of the gulches in the neighborhood, the first real settlement in this vicinity was about a mile up Amador Creek, above the
present site of Amador City. It was called Amador Crossing and
was situated where the main road (it is still in use as a back
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road) from Sacramento via Drytown to the towns of Sutter Creek
and Mokelumne Hill crossed Amador Creek.
Considerable placer mining had been done up and down the
creek (the gravel was of fair grade only) and in the adjoining
gulches during the winter of 1848-49. In February, 1851, rich
gold-bearing quartz was discovered on the south side of Amador
Creek by a Baptist preacher named Davidson with whom were
associated three other ministers. The claim they located was called
the "Ministers' Claim" and the gulch, "Ministers' Gulch." Next the
Original Amador quartz claim was located on the north side of
Amador Creek.
The outcrops of the veins were rich in visible gold (high grade).
The new discoveries caused so great an excitement and interest
that Amador Crossing was abandoned. The settlement picked itself
up and moved forwith to the site of the newly located quartz
claims, to become Amador City.

The Chichizola store, Jules Chichizola, last nwn to the right, and
I am standing to the far left. Still in operation today under a
different owner.
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The Ministers' Claim became the Keystone mine, down to the
900-foot point the bonanza mine of the California Mother Lode.
The rich surface ores not only went down the vein but continued
south into the adjoining South Spring Hill mine. Because of apex
and other disputes these two mines went through many years of
costly litigations. At one point on a lower level, where work in
both mines was in progress simultaneously on adjoining sides of
the boundary, the ore was so rich that the miners from one mine
would go over into the other and help themselves to as much of
the richest ore they were able to pack out. Naturally this practice
caused fights and other serious troubles and to stop it both mines
placed armed guards underground.
In 1907 the Keystone mill was dropping 60 stamps, the Bunker
Hill mill, 40 stamps, and the Fremont mill, also 40 stamps. The
Keystone stamping mill was in the center of the town and its
constant thundering roar was unnoticed until, for any reason, the
mill was shut down; then the silence that ensued was pronounced
and noted immediately by the entire community. If the shut-down
happened during the night, the whole town awoke and wondered
what could be the trouble?
Likewise, the bells that signalled the hoist engineer from underground to give him directions as to how to handle the skips in the
shaft, could be heard all over the town. One night while in bed,
awake, I heard the ominous nine bells followed by the station
signal; some one had been badly hurt or killed. Next day I learned
that a car trammer had gone into a stope where he had no business
and a big rock had fallen and crushed him. It was said that he
had been 6 feet, 4 inches tall but when he was brought out the
poor fellow was but 4 feet, 6 inches. Fortunately such occurrences
were a rarity.
By far the worst accident in the district tributary to Amador
City was at the Fremont mine the morning of November 23, 1907.
A skip-load of men was lowered into an unsuspected fire in the
shaft and eleven were smothered and later burned. Two other men
on the skip, strangers in the mine, by some perverse circumstances,
were able to get out of the shaft onto an underground station.
From the station they followed a drift to another shaft (the
Gover) through which they were brought to the surface unharmed.
The mines of the Mother Lode, especially those having openings
in a formation called the Mariposa slates, encounter swelling
ground. This swelling exerts enormous pressures from all sides into
the openings and may be held partially in check only by timber-
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Part of Amador City looking north from the Keystone Mine .

Keystone Mine and Amador City from the Little Amador Mille,
looking south up Minister's Gulch [String Bean Alley].
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ing in such a way that the timbers can be relieved. I cite the
Keystone shaft between the 400 and 600-foot points to illustrate
just how tremendous this pressure can be. Timbers 18 inches
square, across the width of the shaft, were used and spaced 24
inches apart: Every night shaftmen worked to relieve the pressure
on these timbers and to keep them in repair. Even so on several
occasions when the first skip-load of miners started down on the
morning shift at 7, the skip was hung up by timbers that had been
squeezed inward in a few hours. It was then necessary to send
down men with axes to chop away enough of the timbers so that
the skip could pass.
The early years of the century were times of transitions in mining methods. Previously most of the drilling of the holes for blasting had been by hand, either single-jack or double-jack. Especially
tiring were the holes drilled overhead and one can readily agree
with the Cornishmen when they referred to them as "ye bloody
uppers."
Piston drills were gradually being introduced to displace handdrilling. The change was slow because those early machines were
heavy and clumsy affairs; it always took two men to handle
one and sometimes more to get the machine to a working face,
as for instance, to the top of a raise. Along with the piston drills,
mechanical drill sharpeners and timber framers were also being
introduced.
At some mines steam was piped underground to run the machine
drills. But steam had serious disadvantages: the pipes carrying
the steam down the shaft and into the mine were hot and if
touched one might receive a severe burn. And the hot pipes increased the temperatures underground to a disagreeable degree.
At the Keystone mine steam had been abandoned. Compressed
air, furnished by a big electrically, rope driven Norwalk compressor, was substituted in its place, even to run the mine hoist.
Soon, however, electricity was to displace both steam and compressed air for hoisting purposes. The Bunker Hill mine had just
installed a new electrically driven hoist. In passing it may be
mentioned that before the perfection of steel cables for hoisting,
manila ropes had been used. Some of these manila ropes were as
much as six inches in diameter and there can be no doubt that if
their continued use had been necessary, the depths to which
mining could have been prosecuted would have been greatly
restricted.
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As at the Keystone, other mines had installed compressors, many
of them, again as at the Keystone, Norwalks. They were big
machines and not too efficient. But "styles" change! And when
these were displaced or additional compressed air was needed,
the new compressors were generally Ingersolls. At a mine near
Jackson, for instance, as operations expanded and the loads increased, four Ingersoll-Rand compressors, one by one, were added
to supplement the first installed compressor, one of another make.
The several small underground pumps at various levels in the
Keystone mine also were air operated. It was decided to replace
these pumps with one big one, this in spite of the fact that the
Mpther Lode mines as a rule make but little water and some of the
deepest had no pumps at all, the small quantity of water being
baled by water skips. A fine station was cut at the 1,000-foot level
all in hard greenstone, a rock that stands without the use of timber·
A five plunger electrically driven pump was installed and ran
smoothly. A few months later it became necessary to clean out a
reservoir on the hill above the shaft. When this was done a big
crack was discovered in the bottom of the reservoir; it had been
caused by the settling of the hill due to the extensive mining beneath. After the crack was repaired little water seeped into the
mine; the installation of the new pump had really not been

Another view of the 1,000 foot station pump with Davis, Williamson and Walsh.
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Crowd around the Fremont Mine shaft November 24, 1907, after
the accident in which eleven men were smothered and later burned. Two men escaped unharmed.
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C. Berryman and C. Bruce loading into the skip mine timber used
to hold the ground.
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Part of the day shift Keystone Mine .
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Pump on the 1,000-foot station. Left to right ]ames E. Davis, fore man; Fred Williamson, engineer; Bert Walsh, Superinendent.

Another view of the pump on the 1,000-foot station; Superirttindant Bert Walsh, left and ]ames E. Davis, foreman.
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necessary. The cost had been great and the mistake especially
unfortunate because the mine was struggling along, its best days
having passed. Such a thing could have happened to any of us and
in no way lowered my respect for the ability and integrity of
Superintendent Bert Walsh and Foreman James E. Davis, both of
whom I always considered able mining men.
Like all communities, large and small, Amador City had its
quota of crimes and scandals. At the time of my arrival the town
was buzzing about an alleged murder by a doctor of his wife;
another woman was supposed to have been the cause. And a prominent citizen had issued a generous check; he had been the victim
of the "badger game." But the most bizarre happening of all
centered upon a man who was a leader in many activities throughout the county.
Because I had my office adjoining the attorney involved I
was aware at the time that something was afoot. But I had no
idea what it was all about until years later when the attorney
(we shall call him Mr. Law, a fictitious name, as are all the other
three names used in this story) told me the details. All the other
principals had died long before and Mr. Law, himself, now has
been dead these many years.
In his youth and over a long period Mr. Able had been enamored and intimate with Miss Bill. Later he became extremely
friendly with Miss Call. While on his way to San Francisco the
train on which Mr. Able was a passenger was in a wreck between
lone and Galt. He was badly hurt and taken to a Stockton hospital. When the report of this reached Amador, Miss Call rushed
to his bedside. Upon her return she surprised all by announcing
that Mr. Able and she were to be married. Plenty of talk followe'd
and when Miss Bill heard it she promptly sent word to Mr. Able
that if he married Miss Call, she ( Miss Bill) would kill him. That
meant business and all who knew Miss Bill knew it. Mr. Able did
not have to marry her but she would not allow him to marry another. But Miss Call was not to be denied; she informed Mr. Able,
possibly sweetly but surely firmly, that if he did not marry her,
she herself would kill him. No wonder Mr. Able was worried,
(Who would not be in such a situation?) and was closeted with
Mr. Law for hours afternoon after afternoon. Then the unexpected
happened. First, after several weeks, Miss Bill took sick and died
a natural death. But Mr. A:ble still had Miss Call on his hands.
Shortly thereafter Miss Call took sick and following Miss Bill's
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example, she too died a natural death. What apparently was working up to a thundering sensation petered out in a sad and quiet
anticlimax.
I have told this story on occasion and usually the question is
asked, did Mr. Able do away with the Misses Bill and Call? Emphatically "no"; the make-up of the man was such that no thought
of that kind could have entered his mind. I knew all three principals well, Mr. Able intimately, and all acted strictly in character.
Now Amador City is a sedate and quiet home town of about
150 persons. It has become an incorporated city, possibly the smallest in the United States. All the mines are closed and silent. The
Imperial Hotel, once a center of life in the town, standing
where the Mother Lode highway No. 49 makes a sharp turn, is
vacant, a gaunt shell. Torres Hall is gone. The Chichizola Store
remains open to do business with a much reduced stock. But as
a true reminder of those gone boom days, the Keystone headframe
still stands on the hillside and hovers over the town that the mine's
discovery created.
It has been reported that the California State Division of Highways has plans for a new section of the Mother Lode highway to
by-pass Amador City. If ever that by-pass is constructed my advice to those touring this No. 49 highway is to take the present
road into town and get out and look around. I am confident you
will be amply repaid. have always had a kindly and nostalgic
feeling for Amador City.

r
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The Southwest Labor History Conference will be held on
April 24-26, 1975 at the University of the Pacific, Stockton,
California, under the auspices of the Pacific Center for
Western Historical Studies. The sessions will be divided
into two general areas: ( 1) southwest labor history and ( 2)
national and international labor history. Scholars and trade
unionists are invited to submit session proposals in areas
including press, labor and politics, labor and race, women
and labor, agricultural labor, Chicano labor, labor and socialism, labor in Mexico, international labor, comparative
trade union movements. Address all program inquiries to:
Professor Sally M. Miller, Department of History, University
of the Pacific, Stockton, California 95204.
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California and the southwest contain one of the richest veins of
labor history in the United States and yet this area of history has
not been mined systematically. Most other parts of the country, in
contrast, hold regional conferences on labor history. However, this
local example of benign neglect will soon be rectified. The founding conference of the Southwest Labor Historians will take place
from April 24 to 26, 1975, on the campus of the University of the
Pacific. The conference, to be hosted by the Pacific Center for
Western Historical Studies, is being coordinated by Dr. Sally M.
Miller, Associate Professor of History in the College of the Pacific.
The program will be divided into two general areas, southwest
and national-international labor history. Participants are expected
from California, Nevada, Arizona, New Mexico, Baja California,
Sonora, and elsewhere. The goals of the conference are the creation of a greater interest in labor history, the establishment of a
partnership between the worlds of scholarship and labor locally,
and the preservation of historical documentation.
The program will deal with diverse areas of our rich heritage,
such as labor and politics, agricultural labor, Chicano labor, immigrants and labor, international labor, comparative trade unionism, the labor press, and labor-management relations in various
industries: entertainment, mining, aircraft, and the building trades
are some of the possibilities. Well-known personalities are expected
to participate in the Thursday afternoon to Saturday noon conference, including a major speaker at the Friday evening banquet.
It is anticipated that local history buffs especially will find the
conference to be of great interest. Persons who wish to submit
proposals for the conference, to be placed on the mailing list, or to
assist in any manner with planning and arranging for the conference should contact Professor Miller, c / o Pacific Center for West ern Historical Studies.
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Karok Indian woman pounding acorn's. jim Pepper waiting for his
breakfast.
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SOME PLANTS KNOWN AND USED BY THE
INDIANS OF THE AMERICAS
Compiled by Janet Goodrum
VEGETABLES
ARROWROOT, Tropical America.
The tuberous rootstocks yield
starchfood.
ZAMBIA, old plants yield starchfood,
arrowroot or sago, prepared by
Seminole Indians, later called
Florida fruit arrowroot by whites
or sago palm.
"CASSAVE, Tropical America, tapica, sago.
"JICAME, Mexico, eaten fresh or
cooked.
QUEEN ANNE'S LACE, wild
North America, wild carrot.
"POTATOES
KANGAROO APPLE, Peru, New
Zealand, Australia, related to potatoes, eat raw or cooked.
"PEANUT, Brazil, pea family.
CAMAS LILY BULBS, North
America.
SEGO
LILY
BULBS,
North
America.
LOTUS YELLOW WATER LILY,
North America, ate seeds and
root stock.
CATTAILS ROOT STOCKS, like
asparagus, North America, 10
species.
BITTER ROOT, nutritious cooked.
"SQUASH, North America
ONION, wild, North America.
MUSHROOMS, North America.
"PUMPKIN, North America.
BAMBOO
SHOOTS PICKLED,
Tropical and subtropical.
"LIMA BEANS, S. America, pea
family.
"NAVY BEANS, S. America, pea
family.
BARREL
MELON,
CACTUS,
sought for water, North America.
WILD ASPARAGUS.
"CORN (Maize)
"CHILE PEPPERS
INDIAN LETTUCE, raw or cooked
INDIAN RHUBARB, California
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BERRIES
GOOSEBERRIES
RASPBERRIES, Black
STRAWBERRIES
BLUEBERRIES
BUFFALO BERRY
SERVICE BERRY
SOURBERRIES
ELDERBERRIES
TOYON BERRIES
FRUITS
CHERIOMOYS,
Custard
Apple
family.
WILD CHERRY, Tropical America
CRANBERRY, North America
GRAPES, North America
PAPAYA, Tropical America
PERSIMMON
{Small)
North
America.
SAPODILLA (Apple shaped fruit)
PRICKLY PEAR, Indian, North
America.
"AVOCADO, Central America
MANZANITA, North America
INDIAN CHERRY
"CACOE, Pulpy edible fruit, Amazon, Orinoco Valley.
FIG, a cactus. this is edible.
PAPAW, Norrh America
WILD PLUM
"TOMATOES, potato family, Andean
region, Peru.
NUTS
CASHEW
CHESTNUTS
HAZELNUTS
HICKORY
WALNUT
PECAN
PINON
ACORNS, several varieties
BUCKEYES, 6 species
BEECH NUTS
BRAZIL NUTS

SWEET PLANTS
MAPLE SAP, 25 varieities used for
sap.
MESQUITE PODS, nutritious food.
HONEY LOCUST PODS, a sweet
jelly-like edible pulp.
SWEET PURPLE CLOVER, many
flowers contained honey that
could be used.
"ARTICHOKE, Jerusalem fruit, sugar
derived from the roots.
DRINKS
MATE', dried leaves used for tea
in Paraguay, Brazil, milder in
caffeine than coffee or tea.
CENTURY PLANT
MANZANITA
SASSAFRAS
HONEY LOCUST PODS
COCOA, for chocolate.
HERBS
MINT
TOBACCO
VERBENA
FLAVORINGS
PEPPER TREE, used for pepper.
JACK IN THE PULPIT, used for
pepper.
VANILLA
WINTERGREEN
MINT
CEREALS, GRAINS, SEEDS
CLOVER, of the pea family, 275
species.
BUCKWHEAT
"CANIHUA, Mexico
OATS
"QUINUA, Andes
ICE PLANT
"SUN FLOWER
LOTUS YELLOW WATER LILY,
much esteemed by the Modoc's
of California.
BAMBOO SEEDS
YUCCA PALM SEEDS
JOSHUA TREE SEEDS and BUTTERCUP SEEDS
Most all seeds that grew were used
for food.

MEDICINE
PRICKLEY ASH, known as the
toothache tree or pepperwood,
both bark and fruit have powerful stimulant and tonic properties,
Mexico, South America.
MAY APPLE, poisonous rootstocks
used as a purgative. Its resin
much used in medicine (from
roots).
WINTERS BARK, native of Mexico
and Patagonia. Peculiar odor used
as a tonic, South America, highly
prized as a remedy for Scurvy.
WITCH-HAZEL, shrub from Nova
Scotia to Minnesota, south to
Florida and Texas, leaves yield an
extract called witch-hazel used
for a tonic and skin lotion. The
forked branches of this shrub
have long been used as a divining
rod for locating water or minerals.
YELLOWROOT, shrub native to
southern U.S. Roots are bright
yellow, bitter and astringent, used
as a tonic.
CONCHONA, Bolivia, Peru. Yields
cinchona bark source of quinine.
COCA, Peru and Bolivia a narcotic
stimulant cultivated by the Indians of the Andes. Coca is source
of drug cocaine.
GENSING, native to north eastern
states and Canada.
"COTTON (new world)
CATTAIL FIBERS, mats, baskets,
chair bottoms .
CATTAIL FIBERS, mats, baskets .
"CENTURY PLANT, Mexico cultivated has valuable fibers for
cordage and twine and cosmetics,
known in Americas as the agave
plant or Aloe.
USEFUL PLANTS
GUAYULE, native to Texas, New
Mexico, Mexico, when dried
yields rubber from bark.
HOPS, native to North America,
Europe, Asia, used for brewing.
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ICE PLANT, native to Southern
California, Mojave Desert and
Canary Islands. Ashes obtained
from burning are a source of carbonated of soda, used in soap,
and glass making.
MOUNTAIN BALM, used by Indians for respiratory affectations.
Called Yerba Santa, Holy Plant,
by the Padres.
CASCARA, California coffee known
by the Indians for remedy for
remedy for rheumatism, called
GREASEWOOD, used by the Indians for colds, cramps, snake
bites, dried foliage made a healing ointment.
OREGON GRAPE, the root was
used by the Indians as medicine.
GUM PLANT - GRINDELIA used
by Indians for poison oak and
other skin diseases and lung difficulties.
INDIAN POKE, used as an emetic.
WILD CUCUMBER, oil pressed
from seeds was used by Indians
to promote growth of hair.
GOURDS, fruits of some are a
strong purgative.
MESQUITE AGENUS OF THE
PEA FAMILY, grows from Kansas to Southern California, and
southward to Chile and Argentina. The wood is prized for fuel,
fence posts, railroad ties.
1HNT, contains oils used for perfumes and flavorings for spearmint, peppermint, pennroyal and
lavender.
OSAGE ORANGE, a thorny tree
of Mulberry native to Missouri,
Kansas to east Texas, is a strong
elastic lemon-colored wood prized
for railroad ties and for fence
posts. The Osage Indians used for
bows.
PINE TREE, valuable for lumber,
pitch, tar, turpentine, rivals the
oaks, native to Oregon, California,
Colorado, Utal1, south to Mexico.
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"SAPODILLA, native to Central
America
and
tropical South
America, yields chicle for making chewing gum.
SASSAFRAS, aromatic foliage and
bark, Maine to Michigan, Kansas
south to Florida and Texas, bark
for oil is long used for flavorings
and perfumery.
SISAL, a fleshy-perennial of the
amaryllis family, closely related to
the century plant, native to tropical America. Long cultivated in
Mexico for its fiber.
•suNFLOWER, cultivated in Americas, Egypt, and Russia for its oil
and seeds.
SUMAC, a group of trees or shrubs,
many of which are of commercial value. More than 100 species
are found in temperate and warm
regions, some 15 occurring in
North America. The dried and
powdered leaves were once used
in tanning leather.
"TOMATO, annual of the potato
family, native to Andean cultivated in Peru, formerly called the
love apple and thought to be
poisonous. Now is widely cultivated in the temperate regions
and grown more extensively for
canning than any other vegetable.
"VANILLA, native to Mexico, Peru,
pods contain sweet aromatic oily
pulp and black seeds. These
yield the vanilla flavoring and
perfumery.
WALNUT, 10 species found in
North and South America, valued
for its wood for furniture . The
bark and husks make a yellow
dye for woolens used to make
"Butternut Jeans" of Pioneer days.
Vl!LLOW TREE, 200 species in the
world, half of them found in
North Americas, valuable to stop
erosion. Wood is used by Indians
for basket work. Europeans use
for cabinet work, baseball bats

and cultivated by the Indians many
thousands of years ago adapting itself to any altitude or climate. There
are 8,000 known varieties of corn. It
is by far the most spectacular plant
of the Americas!
Originally corn was considered to be
the first plant cultivated in the Americas. Now it is known that pumpkins
were first and probably beans and
melons next.
Beans, corn, manioc (tapioca} and
potatoes the four major crops cultivated by the ancient Americans.'

and tool handles, wood pulp and
charcoal. The bark is used for
tanning and yields a medicine.
WINTERGREEN, native to N.
United States and Canada, gives
the oil of wintergreen, much used
for flavoring, perfumery and medicines.
CORN IS CONSIDERED TO BE
THE GREATEST STAPLE OF THE
AMERICAN CONTINENTS because
of it's high protein content and
judged by many to be the greatest
discovery to have been found on the
two continents. Corn was developed

"Cultivated by the Indians.

The Pacific Center for ·w estern Historical Studies is
proud to present the 4th Monograph - Martin Murphy
Jr.: California Pioneer 1844-1884 by Sister Gabrielle
Sullivan.
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Please send me ... ......... copies of Martin Murphy, Jr:
Ca lifornia Pioneer at $4.50 per copy.
Name ······ ············ ···-- ------ --·· ···· ···· ······ ·· ···--- ················-··--· ·--··
Address ·· -······-·-··············-·····-···············--······ ···-·-··-··-·---····--
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Ernestine Smutny - Book Revietc Editor
THE GOLDEN STATE'S RELIGIOUS PIONEER, by Francis J.
Weber. (Los Angeles, California: Dawson's Book Shop, 1974).
55 p., $6.50.
A SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY TO CALIFORNIA CATHOLIC
LITERATURE, 1856-1974. by Francis J. Weber. (Los Angeles,
California: Dawson's Book Shop, 1974) . x, 70 p., $10.00.
Reviewer: RoBERT BoNTA, Editor, San Joaquin County Historical
Society Quarterly.
The most recent of some two-dozen published works by the
priest-scholar and archivist of the Archdiocese of Los Angeles,
Monsignor Francis J. Weber, both titles will be of special interest
to libraries and collectors of Catholic Californiana. As with a number of his previous monographs, both are attractively printed and
bound limited editions and both are available through Dawson's
Los Angeles bookstore.
Devotees of Father Serra will especially enjoy Weber's The
Golden State's Religious Pioneer. Billed as a "series of personal
reflections on the missionary apostolate of the Mallorcan friar,"
this little bit of Serrana also includes several interesting anecdotes
relative to the commemoration of his missoinary work in Alta
California. Excerpts from a farewell letter written by Serra to the
parish priest at Petra (where his parents lived) as he awaited embarkation for the New World in 1749 provide the reader with a
very personal insight into the make-up of this saintly man who was
destined to become California's most famous pioneer. All in all, an
interesting little book, one to read for pleasure and perhaps inspiration as well, and one which I would recommend for purchase
by the discriminating reader and/ or the collector of Californiana.
The second little volume, A Select Bibliography to California
Catholic Literature, brings up to date one of Weber's earlier .and
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much more comprehensive bibliographies, the 1966 A Select
Guide to California Catholic History. There are 500 entries in
this newer edition, encompassing approximately the last 120
years. Almost all of the entries have been descriptively annotated
by the author. Some critical annotations, including citation of
pertinent reviews appearing elsewhere, add value to this selective
compilation of Catholic titles. Included are such diverse entries as
souvenir entries published by individual parishes, the works of
earlier Catholic historians of California such as William Gleeson,
(History of the Catholic Church in California, 1872) and Henry
L. Walsh (Hallowed Were the Gold Dust Trails. The Story of Pioneer Priests of Northern California, 1946) and the scholarly works
of Church historians such as the Reverend John E. McGloin, S. J.,
of the University of San Francisco. Many of the entries can be
found in the author's A Select Guide ... of 1966, but this new
edition is a "must" to the researcher. Recommended for library
purchase by all means.

STAGECOACHING ON EL CAMINO REAL, LOS ANGELES
TO SAN FRANCISCO, 1861-1901; the Clouds on Its Origin Its Turbulent and Boisterous Progress to the Completion of the
Rails, by Charles F. Outland (Glendale, California: The Arthur
H. Clark Company, 1973. 339 pp .., illustrations, maps, bibliography, index. American Trail Series, No. 9, $12.50).
Reviewer: J. CARLYLE PARKER, Head of Public Services and
Assistant to the Director of the Library, California State College,
Stanislaus.
Mr. Outland has utilized primary sources to create a factual
account of the history of mail service and coastal staging from
San Francisco to Los Angeles. The primary sources used were
mainly the United States fost Office Department records at the
National Archives; the Minute Book of the Overland Mail Company; the Supervisor's minutes of the Counties of Los Angeles and
Santa Barbara; and the road records of Los Angeles County. He
also used the newspapers of Los Angeles, Santa Barbara, and
Ventura Counties. As a result of the heavy reliance on the research
materials of Southern California, the emphasis of the book is on
Southern California stage coaching and mail service.
The first chapter of this book is dedicated to the debunking of
errant historians w:ho perpetuated the use of the coastal staging
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starting date of 1851, taken from Thompson and West's journalistic History of Los Angeles County, California. The following chapter is an excellent history of the California mails, 1847-1861.
Another chapter is the declaration of the correct starting date of
staging, 1861, with supporting evidence and detail. The effects of
Civil War, the disastrous winter floods of 1861-62, the rapid
changes of mail contracts, and the sales of stage companies constitute a chapter entitled, "The Confusing Years." A chapter each
is devoted to "The Heyday of Coastal Staging," the slick owners,
bandits, and the final days of retreat before the encroaching iron
horse.
Accidents, reckless drivers, runaways, overturned stages, and
racing are colorfully presented in "Wild, Wooly, and Wet." The
"Wet" refers to high tides and to the fording of small streams that,
unfortunately, occassionally brought death to horses and passengers. Rattlesnake shipments, oddball passengers, horse thieves, and
quotations from Bret Harte on stage travel make up another interesting chapter, "Never a Dull Moment."
Newspaper articles and editorials are liberally quoted throughout, adding a genteel flavor of the era that enveloped stage coaching from the city by the Golden Gate to the city of angels. The
illustrations and printing represent the excellent workmanship of
the Arthur H . Clark Company. The scholarship of their American
Trail Series is enhanced by , Mr. Outland's contribution to one aspect of the history of the El Camino Real.

BROKEN HAND : The Life of Thomas Fitzpatrick, Mountain Man.,
Guide and Indian Agent, by LeRoy Hafen. (Denver, The Old
West Publishing Company, 1973. Illus., ports., map. 360 p. $15).
Reviewer: CHARLES W. DANIEL, who is also the poet, "Sweet
Master I asper"
Have you ever dreamed or longed to have faced the challenge
and oppmtunities of the American West when the West was wild
and young - when it was virgin, veiled in mystery with beauty
unscarred - pregnant with promise of adventure, freedom, wealth
and power? Would you like to shake the pressure of today's crowds
from your soul and the cement from your heels and wheels? If so,
let Dr. LeRoy R. Hafen, one of America's foremost Western historians, take you by the hand and lead you back through the West
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when it was in its "spring." In this extensively researched and
documented new edition of BROKEN HAND Dr. Hafen so well
describes the West, Fitzpatrick, and his friends that you feel you
personally have donned a buckskin suit, beaded and fringed, and
are ten feet tall, dashing, bold, gay and brave - the epitomy of
integrity, kindness, justice and grace. You feel you too are capable
of wrestling this Eden West from savage hands. You feel - for
this purpose came I into the world!
In this book you can vicariously blaze new trails, trap the first
beaver, establish the early fur companies, hunt, explore, attack and
fight Indians, run and hide, roast and freeze, starve and glut, swap
yarns with Jedediah Smith, Jim Bridger, Kit Carson and others of
their breed. You can discover the famed South Pass, keep Captain
Fremont and General Kearney from getting lost, collect squaws
and scalps, play games, fight, whoop and booze it up. And then
after all this, return to the mountains for another year of danger
and hardship for the fur entrepreneurs to create stovepipe beaver
hats for the dandies of London, Paris and New York to delight
their ladies and, of course, to keep the terrible beaver from overpopulating the world.

If this be insufficient to induce you to read the book, you may
witness a firsthand account of a grizzly bear trying to swallow
J edediah Smith headfirst, and well nigh succeeding, as told by
James Clyman, the man who sewed J edediah's scalp and ear back
on. You can marvel at J edediah' s calm courage and composure as
he directed the surgery and treatment of his extensive wounds,
topped the ordeal off with a cup of cold water, mounted his horse,
and rode on with his companions.
I found Broken Hand a fascinating, compelling account of the
early West. However, I must confess I was disappointed that once
again it was only the White man's account. Dr. Hafen has not
seen fit to include in his otherwise excellent book any defense,
understanding or sympathy for the Indian and his cause, or any
criticism of the White Man's goals or deeds. And although Fitzpatrick towered over the other Mountain Men, except, perhaps,
Smith, he too shared their low opinion of the Indian. He was,
however, honest and conscientious in his dealings with them, and
they in turn, trusted his word. Both believed that the Government
would live up to the treaties they negotiated, and, of course, they
were sorely mistaken.
If you like adventure fat in historical fact with players that once
were real, this book can be a richly rewarding experience.
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MANNA: Foods of the Frontier, by Gertrude Harris. (San Francisco: 101 Productions, 1972. 192 p ., illus., paper. 03.95).
MAMMY PLEASANT'S COOKBOOK, by Helen Holdredge. (San
Francisco: 101 Productions, Inc, 1970, 157 p ., illus., paper, $3.95)
101 NIGHTS IN CALIFORNIA, a critical guide to unusual restuarants, edited by Jacqueline Killen et al. (San Francisco : 101
Productions, Inc., 1974, 128 p., illus., paper, $3.95).
Reviewer: KrMUN LEE, UOP graduate and former instructor, and
visiting lecturer at Chinese University in Hong Kong.
MANNA is a cookbook filled with the culinary ingenuity of the
pioneers. They could make soup suitable for freezing (they hung
it up on a nail!) mayonnaise in fifteen minutes, and Brunswick
Stew or' Braised Bear, which would really challenge today's urban
chef.
Mrs. Harris has included recipes from meat and bread to pickles
and preserves to directions for curing olives, making wine and
mead, and even soap to clean the pots and pans. She has also
included a short bibliography of cookbooks with the oldest dating
to the early 1800's. These recipes are supplemented by interesting
background material and enhanced by excellent line drawings
which give insights to the cooking and eating habits of the
frontier.
From the adventures of pioneer days to the colorful and risque
Vistorian era, Helen Holdredge has added a short sequel to her
"Mammy Pleasant" and "Mammy Pleasant's Partner." "Mammy
Pleasant's Cookbook" is bound to brighten the already colorful
subject since its cover glows with hot pink and the pages blush
with lavender.
During the Gold Rush days of California, good food was as
eagerly sought after by the wealthy as gold nuggets. Among the
recipes of San Francisco's most successful bordello keeper, who
cooked her way to fame, fortune, and power in the social and
business life of the City are the ones with names like "Hangtown
Fry," "49'er Lamb" and her favorite, "Mammy's Bonanza Stew."
All these and many others titilated the appetites of the wealthy
and influential men of California.
Mrs. Holdredge traces the origins of Mammy Pleasant's recipes
from Boston to Charleston, to New Orleans to San Francisco. Mr.
James Beauchamp Alexander, a descendant of the Price family
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that bought Mammy and freed her, has illustrated the book with
contempora1y scenes.
Should you not feel like cooking but rather in the mood for
dining on something unusual, try the 1974 edition of "101 Nights
in California," a restaurant guidebook in which chief editor Jacqueline Killeen guides the diner through 257 restaurants. Eighty-one
menus have been reproduced from some of California's better
known restaurants; those not so well known, often small neighborhood restaurants specializing in a particular ethnic cuisine, are
described in the second section of the book, without reproduced
menus and labeled "off beat/modestly priced."
The Chinese restaurants listed in the first section of the book
show the "per person" fixed menu, which is adequate for the beginner. However, the next edition might well include some a la
carte selections for the gourmet. When it comes to intimate
dining the Chinese prefer the restaurants listed in the back portion
of the book because in these they can find a favorite salted fish
with minced meat or frog meat with bitter melon.
In this guide one will find a list of specialty restaurants ranging
from Afganistani food in Los Angeles to Salvadorean in San Francisco to Middle-Eastern in the San Joaquin Valley. Though there
is no ethnic cuisine index, the index by cities does identify the
cooking in your area.
So, whether your are an armchair gourmet, a do-it-yourself-er or
more the type to let-George-do-it, let 101 Productions serve you
with 1001 delights.
LOS ANGELES AND ITS ENVIRONS IN THE TWENTIETH
CENTURY; a Bibliography of a Metropolis. Compiled under
the auspices of the Los Angeles Metropolitan History Project,
Edited with an introduction by Doyce B. Nunis, Jr. (Los Angeles, Ward Ritchie Press, 1973. 501 p. $35.00).
Reviewer: MELODYE MoRRISON, Reference Librarian University
of the Pacific
This impressive bibliography of what has been written on Los
Angeles between the years 1900-1970 contains some 10,000 entries
in 51 major categories. It includes published books, pamphlets,
periodical articles, masters' theses, and doctoral dissertations. A
particular effort was made to index publications not covered by
standard periodical indexes. The only obvious ommission was
the intentional exclusion of government documents, scientific
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works, newspapers, and manuscript collections, as well as certain
popular magazines.
This massive project was initiated by the late Judge Fletcher
Bowron, who was Mayor of Los Angeles from 1938 to 1953, and
was completed by the Metropolitan Los Angeles History Project.
It was Bowron's principal objective to focus on the factors which
contributed to making Los Angeles a great metropolitan area.
Four of the largest sections cover problems encountered by the
Los Angeles Area - education, public transportation, traffic, and
water supply. Biographies of local citizens are grouped together
in another valuable section.
Doyce B. Nunis, Jr., the Editor-in-Chief, points out that important issues such as welfare, ecology, housing, medicine, and law
enforcement have received comparatively little attention from
scholars, therefore those sections are somewhat smaller than their
importance would merit. However, his excellent introduction carefully details these relatively neglected areas, and perhaps the
bibliography will stimulate further research in these fields .
Within a given subject area all entries are alphabetical, without
regard to type or source. This organization will be inconvenient
only for those users who are searching for specific kinds of sources,
such as doctoral dissertations. Close to 95% of all the entries were
examined by the compilers, and brief annotations are included
when titles are not self-evident as to content. There is a cumulated
author index at the end of the bibliography and a comprehensive
subject index to pinpoint specific subjects. The crisp readable
type, printed on quality heavy paper, makes this reference work
a valuable asset to any library concerned with California, and a
pleasure to use.
THE PAWNEE INDIANS, by George E. Hyde~ Foreword by
Savoie Lottinville (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1974.
xii, 372 pp. Appendices, maps, illustrations, notes, and index.
$8.95).
Reviewer. RAYMOND WILSON, University of New Mexico.
Appearing as Volume 128 in The Civilization of The American
Indian Series published by the University of Oklahoma Press,
George E. Hyde's The Pawnee Indians is a welcomed addition to
this excellent series. First published in limited edition in 1951
and out of print for nearly twenty years, Hyde labored for thirty
years collecting materials for this impressive book.
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Kinsmen of such tribes as the Arikaras, Wichitas, and Wacos, the
Pawnees were of Caddoan linguistic and cultural stock. There were
four distinct groups which comprised the Pawnee nation - the
Chauis or Grand Pawnees, the Kitkehahkis, the Pitahauerats, and
the Skidis, and Hyde traced their rather obscure origins and their
migrations to Nebraska by 1400. Because they were corn growers
and had vast herds of horses, the Pawnees were easy prey for
plunder from such tribes as the Sioux and the Cheyennes.
Of interest to this reviewer was Hyde's discussion of the manner in which the Pawnees viewed war. They were unable, for the
most part, to unite their four groups together into an organized
and effective force - and even if they had, their concept of warfare was peculiar. To the Pawnees warfare meant the stealing of
horses and if, for example, their horses were lifted by the Sioux,
instead of taking direct action against them, the Pawnees would
raid another tribe and acquire additional herds which would, in
turn, be raided again by the Sioux. Thus, it was an endless cycle,
one which the Pawnees seemed to be aware of yet usually did
nothing about.
As with most Indian tribes, the coming of the whites brought
needless suffering and disaster. Hyde vividly portrayed the mismanagement, corruption, and missionary bickering of the "civilized" whites toward the "uncivilized" Pawnees. In fact, the peaceful Pawnees - who incidentally never fought a major battle
against the United States - were treated worse than the hostile
Sioux in terms of government aid. Morever, after serving with
distinction as scouts for the army, many Pawnees were usually
mistreated and neglected after the campaigns terminated.
Based upon Pawnee oral tradition, anthropological evidence,
and historical materials, The Pawnee Indians is indeed a refreshing
and interesting account. It contains 41 illustrations and 14 maps
and is perhaps one of the best syntheses that Hyde ever wrote.

STANLEY VESTAL: Champion of the Old West, by Ray Tassin
(Glendale, Ca., Arthur H. Clark Company, 1973. 299 pp., illus.,
port. $11.00).
Reviewer: JAMES M. SHEBL, Ph.D. - Assistant to the Academic
Vice President, UOP.
Stanley Vestal ( 1887-1952) - writer of histories, biographies and
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novels - was a frontiersman after the frontier. He was also Walter
Campbell - Rhodes Scholar, artillery captain, university professor
and master teacher of writers. The story of this man's ever heroic
effort to realize his personal needs as a man within the context
of early twentieth century America while working to establish
the truths of nineteenth century plains and territorial activities,
typifies the pioneer spirit. Here, in part, is the prototypical
American. The curious fact of Vestal's life is this double thread
of need and of ambition which formed the warp and woof of this
brilliant Westerner.
Ray Tassin would have us believe that Vestal wrote for "the big
literary jackpot." Indeed, Vestal himself oftentimes spoke of money
as "the one end of every quest." Yet Tassin's biography, intentionally or not, moves beyond the accumulation of facts, the inert
materials which become record even to the distortion of the reality
of a man's life. From Tassin we learn of Vestal's early life among
the plains people and how it proved invaluable for his later research efforts. Vestal's fascination with Indian customs and his
willingness to step out of his white man's suit and into the loin
cloth of this other civilization allowed privileges and recognition
from Sioux and Cheyenne which no man before or since has been
able to garner. Vestal's scholarly publications attest to the intensity of his research exploits. The beauty of his works is that
they are infinitely readable.
I worry about Professor Tassin's obscure references, the casual
and occasional dates, the repetition and awkward use of quotations; stylistically then, the book leaves much to be desired. Nevertheless, the quality of Tassin's research is evident and the story
of Stanley Vestal is complete. The shortcomings, then, only slightly
lessen what is otherwise a memorable statement on a distinguished
American.
Vestal was a research scholar of the first magnitude. Sitting
Bull; Champion of the Sioux; The Missouri; Warpath and Council
Fire; Kit Carson; 'Dobe Walls; and Short Grass Country demonstrate strengths which very few writers know. He was a dedicated
man with a love for the Old West that tore at his heart and manifested itself in his writings. Though not everything which he
published was excellent, his histories and biographies make a contribution to Americana which brook no equal. We can read of this
man and learn of a milieu which is decisively the American West.
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CALIFORNIA'S RAILROAD ERA: 1850-1911, by Ward McAfee.
San Marino, Ca., Golden West Books, 1973. 256 p. illus., maps.
$8.95)
Reviewer: DoNOVAN L . HoFSOMER, Assoc. Prof. of History, Wayland Bible College.
Throughout the Gilded Age and even for several years thereafter
the history of this nation was in large measure the history of its
railroads and its railroad promoters. Nowhere in the West was
this truer than in California where the "Big Four" of Huntington,
Stanford, Hopkins, and Crocker seemingly owned or controlled
every major piece of railroad and thereby had leverage on the very
destiny of the state. This naturally resulted in strenuous efforts
for regulation and ultimately prompted Frank Norris to write his
famous expose, The Octopus. In sum, California's railroad experience - promotion, exploitation, and regulation - was the classic
example of similar eras in all of the Western states.
Ward McAfee has utilized a broad selection of both original and
secondary sources in constructing his California's Railroad Era:
1850-1911. It is a well-written, easily read, evenhanded but brief
synthesis. The maps and illustrations are adequate; documentation
and the bibliography are impressive. The book has a thesis but the
focus could be sharper. Periodically one yearns for a deeper penetration of particularized issues but that, admittedly, was not the
author's task in this study. California's Railroad Era has distinct
utility for scholars of railroad history and is a must for buffs of
western railroad history. Indeed, it is a volume which is a credit
to its author and to its publisher alike.
THE AMERICAN TERRITORIAL SYSTEM. Edited by John
Porter Bloom (Athens, Ohio, Ohio University Press, 1972. 248
pp. $10.00)
Reviewer: DR. RoNALD LIMBAUGH, University of the Pacific.
Before World War II, U.S. territorial history was something of
a neglected stepchild, but interest in the subject has increased
considerably in recent years for a variety of reasons, not the
least of which was the rich mine of largely untapped historical
records gathering dust in the National Archives. To encourage
scholarly exploration of its resources, the National Archives and
Records Service sponsored a conference on territorial history in
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1969, and this volume is a collection of the . papers read at that
conference. Although some were published previously in professional journals, most have never been in print before. Included
are four useful bibliographical essays describing some of the many
record groups in the National Archives which contain sources of
territorial history.
Largely political in nature, these selections collectively span
more than two centuries of territorial relations. However, students
looking for a comprehensive U.S. territorial history will do better
with monographs such as Jack E. Eblen's The First and Second
United States Empires : Governors and Territorial Government,
1784-1912. The American Territorial System is rather a collection
of interpretive essays on such selected topics as the colonial and
confederation origins of the Northwest Ordinance, territorial relations with Congress, the judicial system and its operation, territorial political leaders, and the current status of U.S. possessions
in the Caribbean and the South Pacific. When one considers the
complexity of the subject and the variety of viewpoints represented, it is hardly surprising that this collection varies widely in
scope, depth, and inte1pretation. But regardless of their differences,
these articles share a common theme, the development of a viable
process for the implementation of self-government in all American
possessions regardless of differing environmental or cultural circumstances.
MAYNARD DIXON, Artist of the West, by Wesley M. Burnside,
(Provo, Utah, Brigham University Press, 1974, 237 p ., illus., part
col. $28.95)
Reviewer: RICHARD REYNOLDS, Senior Professor of Art, University
of the Pacific
As the author indicates in his preface, this book had its beginning as a seminar project at UCLA and progressed to become his
Ph.D . dissertation at Ohio State University in 1970. Since that
time, the manuscript was edited into book form and many illustrations, both in color and in black and white, have been added. The
result is the most extensive treatment of the life and work of
Maynard Dixon yet completed.
The organization of material is eminently sensible from any reader's point of view, whether for study or browsing the illustrations.
There are seven major divisions, beginning w ith Early Years,
1875-93 and ending with the Last Decade, 1937-46. To further
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enrich the text there are thirty-two color illustrations and eightythree black and white sketches and studies for murals. At the
end of the text there are: a catalog of all the Dixon works known
to be extant, two letters from Frederic Remington, a section of
notes pertinent to each chapter, a bibliography, and an index.
No pretense is made here to judge the scholarship contained in
Maynard Dixon, Artist of the West . However, in a less than studied
reading, some puzzling errors do reveal themselves. The author
writes, "one of his most outstanding compositions is High in the
Morning ( Colorplate 21), painted in 1936." A close look at the
colorplate shows clearly that the painting was dated August, 1933.
In another small instance, the bibliography lists Daniel Mendelowitz's A History of American Art as one of the texts which refers
to Dixon. A careful scrutiny of that book fails to locate any mention of Dixon. How many more minor flaws may be included in
the book is open to scholarly study but, for the really important
contribution that this research on Dixon has made, one can forgive the lesser imperfections. No other attempt at a definitive
study of the life and works of Dixon has been made to date.
This reviewer is particularly drawn to the works of Dixon since
he had some personal experiences in relation to his paintings while
serving in the Navy during World War II. Being stationed at a
Naval Indoctrination School at the University of Arizona as an
instructor and visual aids artist, the present writer's good fortune
was to visit a Tucson gallery at least once a week to have visual
aids mounted for use in the classroom. In that gallery were a number of Maynard Dixon paintings to be framed and displayed. It
was here that a first-hand appreciation for Dixon's paintings was
cultivated in this embryo artist. The time was 1943-44. In reading
the final chapter of this book, a quotation is to be found that explains why Dixon was in Arizona at that time. He had been established in San Francisco and was well thought of there. His failing
health forced him to seek a drier climate, and in realizing Dixon
was leaving the City, the San Francisco Chronicle wrote:
"Last week brought a closing . . . of one of San Francisco's well-established
artistic landmarks. The closing is that of Maynard Dixon's studio at 728
Montgomery Street. Dixon, who has for years been one of San Francisco's
most distinguished muralists and painters of Western life, is leaving this city
after 30 years residence, to set up shop somewhere in the desert."

While Dixon and his artist wife, Edith Hamlin, sought a place
in the Tucson area, it was not to be. In 1939 the Dixons purchased
ten acres of land not far from Zion National Park in southern
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Utah. But winter was too much for them, and back to Arizona
they came, to live in Tucson with an unobstructed view of the
Santa Catalina Mountains. Dixon was to remain in Tucson until
his death at the age of 71 on the 14th of November 1946.
Many California artists have been recognized over the years as
outstanding American painters. Maynard Dixon has had to wait
for a much longer time than the others for his due recognition.
Brigham Young University has the most extensive collection of his
works in its Herald R. Clark Collection - which is as it should be,
for Dixon spent a great part of his mature years in portrayiag
the Utah scene and other parts of the Southwest.
Mr. Burnside, an artist and art historian at B.Y.U., describes
Dixon's later work as "cubist realism." This may or may not help
the reader who is uninformed regarding the various historical
movements in painting. Perhaps Eugen Neuhaus, a former professor of this reviewer, expresses the matter somewhat more clearly
in his "The History and Ideals of American Art." He writes:
"His important and lasting work is in his pictures of the ranges of Arizona
and New Mexico, peopled by the cowboy and the Indian. Always dignified,
and very decorative in his work, a keen observer and well informed, he
gives us first of all works of art. Truth, however, is not lacking in them. His
landscape backgrounds as such are true to the hour of the day. They are
important as landscapes even without the introduction of figures. His color
and sense of design are marked . . . " (p. 322)

There is probably a great deal more that could be said regarding Dixon, the artist. But taking some of Prof. Neuhaus' words out
of context and placing them here - alone - should summarize the
matter. Maynard Dixon "gives us first of all works of art." Any
additional qualifying adjectives regarding his place in art history
will await the judgment of time. No artist could ask for more.
Maynard Dixon, Artist of the West, can be said to be a work of
art as well. It is a beautiful book. We owe Mr. Burnside and the
Brigham Young University Press a vote of thanks for providing us
with this significant contribution to the history of Western art.
WILD LEGACY: California Hunting and Fishing Tales. (Berkeley, Calif., Howell North Books, 1973. 178 p., illus., $6.50).
Reviewer: ARTHUR W. SwANN, Science Librarian, University of
the Pacific. Former President, ]edediah Smith Society.
V. Aubrey Neasham, as is revealed in the introduction and on
the book jacket, has made this "Combination of the best stories by
California authors covering more than one hundred and fifty years
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from the Spanish and Mexican days to the present" a thrilling and
cohesive narrative of the interrelation of California's wildlife and
mankind through the years. Here are tales of bear and bull
fighting, of fishing, hunting and trapping, of rabbit drives, boar
hunting, and many more, even to electrofishing in the work of
Fish and Game Management. From commercial exploitation to
environmental control and the protection of rare and endangered
species, all aspects of wildlife in California are covered in these
stories. The author says "I have included only those stories which
have some basis of truth." Several Picture Sections from nineteenth
century wood cuts to contemporary photographs heighten the interest in reading this book. The author is Professor of Environmental Resources at California State University, Sacramento.
OVERLAND DAYS TO MONTANA; The Diary of Sarah Raymond and Journal of Dr. Waid Howard, edited by Raymond W .
and Mary Lund Settle. (Glendale, Calif., Arthur H . Clark Company, 1971. 232 p . illus., ports., fold . map. American Trail Series,
viii, $10.00).
Reviewer: ARTHUR W. SwANN, Science Librarian, University of
the Pacific. Former President, ]edediah Smith Society.
The first of these entertaining diaries was earlier published
( 1901) as Days on the Road, by Sarah Raymond Herndon, the introduction being by Dr. Waid Howard. The present publishers
and editors are reprinting that edition in facsimile, with considerable and careful footnoting, and adding Dr. Howard's Journal
covering the same journey. The Sarah Raymond diary is a day by
day account of the Hardinbrook Train and its related companies
crossing the plains and mountains from northern Missouri to
Western Montana. Many of the twenty-five year old school teacher's fellow travelers went on to California and Oregon at the patting of the trails. The diary, one of very few written by women,
gives glimpses of daily life on the trail as well as detached observations on life in general. Dr. Howard's Journal is a worthy and
complementary companion to this publication. Howard was with
the McMahon train, one of the many travelling loosely together
(with Raymond, Kerfoot, Hardin brook and others) for mutual
protection. Sarah Raymond and Dr. Waid Howard rode many
miles of trails together and comment on the same events and
happenings. The combination is illuminating and makes a very
worthwhile publication.
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OWYHEE TRAILS: THE WEST'S FORGOTTEN CORNER, by
Mike Hanley with Ellis Lucia (Caldwell, Idaho: The Caxton
Printers Ltd., 1973, 314 pp., maps, illustrations, index, $7.95) .
Reviewer: MrcHAEL L. LAWSON, University of New Mexico,

Albuquerque.
Over the last two decades, rancher Mike Hanley has been
gathering assorted facts and folklore about the vast region of the
Owyhee Mountains, sometimes pronounced I-0 -N, where Idaho,
Oregon, and Nevada meet. Now he has joined forces with noted
Oregon author Ellis Lucia to present for the first time the full
story of this remote territory in a colorful and informal history.
Although the rugged Owyhee range with its jagged canyons and
mysterious Hawaiian name appears desolate today, it was once
the scene of great human drama. Hordes of fortune hunters
swarmed into the area following the gold discovery in 1863 which
eventually made Silver City, Idaho the second richest strike in
the West. Mining settlements, with their characteristic lawlessness,
were spawned overnight and "hurdy-gurdy" saloons and bawdy
houses soon became commonplace. Wars between the Golden
Chariot and Ida Edmore mining companies took their toll as did
confrontations with indigenous Indian tribes. After Scottish pioneer
Tom Turnbull brought sheep in to feed the hungry miners, and
buckeroos like Con Shea and Dave Shirk led cattle drives from
Texas, a new rush was created by ranchers who laid claim to lush
valley grasslands. Hundreds of Basque shepherds and Chinese
miners took their place in the social order, and Bannock Indians
under Chief Buffalo Horn made their last stand against General 0 .
0. Howard. Although the mines eventually gave out, lawlessness
and rugged individualism continued into the present century. Radical labor leader Big Bill Haywood got his start in Silver City
with the Western Federation of Miners. Moonshining was prevalent during Prohibition and illegal activities surrounded the region's favorite sport of horse racing.
In presenting the Owyhee story, the authors have uncovered a
wealth of tall tales, amusing anecdotes, and exciting legends. They
have also brought to life a colorful cast of characters including
Jean Baptiste Charbonneau, the son of Sacajawea, who is buried
near Ruby Ranch, Henry Miller, the penny-pincing nabob who
became one of the world's largest cattlemen, Bigfoot, the legendary
Indian giant who haunted the Owyhee ridges and was blamed for
countless deprivations, and hundreds of others. There is the touch-
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ing story of Sarah Winnemucca, daughter of the famous Paiute
chief, who had a peaceful and progressive vision for her people.
There are also chapters on the once uniquely colorful but now
fully assimilated Basques of Jordon Valley, on Doc Jones, the
country doctor who braved floods and blizzards to reach his
patients, on the range wars of the 1930's' and on the wild mustangs which, until relatively few years ago, were still plentiful in
Owyhee country.
Owyhee Trails is written in a folksy style as indigenous as sagebrush and contains a treasury of illustrations. Without any scholarly pretensions, the authors have succeeded in presenting a delightful and unique slice of ·western Americana which fills a
definite chasm in the history of the Old West.
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Notes from the Book Editor
HANDLOGGERS, by W. H. Jackson with Ethel Dassow. Line
drawings ' by Laura Dassow. (Anchorage, Alaska, Northwest
Publishing Co., 1974. 251 p., ill us., ports. $4.95)
Bill 'Handlogger" Jackson's biography is really a love story,
filled as it is with love for his wife, the great outdoors, logging,
fishing, trapping and hunting, good friends and a good life. Chapter follows absorbing chapter detailing high points of the years he
and his wife spent in the Alaska wilds. This remarkable man and
his even more remarkable wife divided the year between logging
and trapping, most of the time miles from the nearest town or
neighbor with only their resources and wits to rely on for survival. Mr. Jackson logged until he was 65, then acted as· guide and
stream guard until well past his seventieth year when he and Ruth
finally retired. The stories he relates keep the reader turning page
after page long after bedtime, reading of stubborn courage, unexpected perils, and, in spite of eventual accidents, happy endings.

GIVE OR TAKE A CENTURY, an Eskimo Chronicle, by Joseph
E. Senugetuk. Illustrations by the author. (San Francisco, Indian Historian Press, 1971. 206 p. illus., part col., port., paper
$6, hard cover $10)
Mr. Senugetuk states that the main purpose of this book is to
describe the Eskimo in transition. Part autobiography, part history,
part nostalgia for a way of life that is vanishing and part an
impassioned plea for justice in the new world engulfing the natives, his story is an engrossing account of cultural change.

TSALI, by Denton R. Bedford. ( San Francisco, Indian Historian
Press, cl972. 252 p. illus. paper, $6)
This historical novel tells the tragic story of the Cherokee Removal of 1838 from the Indian viewpoint. Written by a Minsee
Indian and illustrated by an Indian artist, Dan B. Timmons, it is
a moving recital of faith, endurance and heroism in the face of
brutally overpowering odds, and a fitting tribute to the dauntless
spirit of a proud people.
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THE MEXICAN WAR: A Lithographic Record, by Ronnie C.
Tyler, with an introduction by Stanley R. Ross. (Austin, Texas
State Historical Association, 1974. illus., part colored, map. $10)
The Mexican War came at just the time when the art and science of lithography had matured. Lithography was easily the best
method of reproducing pictures before the use of the camera, and
hundreds of such illustrations of all aspects of the conflict were
published far and wide. Ranging in size from small book illustrations to oversize colored prints intended for framing, they likewise varied in quality of technique and accuracy from the very bad
to the exceptionally fine. Dr. Tyler points out that historians have
almost completely neglected these prints except for decorative embellishment, and have made no attempt to use them to supplement
our understanding of events, personalities or social history. In this
carefully researched study he examines fifty of the portfolio-type
prints and evaluates the qualifications of the artist, examining his
probable sources (first hand or through another), his accuracy
in topographic detail, and his corroboration by or disagreement
with other representations of the same event. He concludes that
historians have erred in not carefully evaluating pictorial materials
in the same way that they evaluate written or oral materials,
both to enrich their own understanding and to assess better the
attitude of those whose ideas of contemporary events were largely
shaped by such illustrations.
The excellent paper quality of this volume allows for fine reproduction of the prints, especially those in color. A set of sixteen
color prints ( 6Jf'' x 9Jf") is available in a separate envelope at $7.50.
LAPAKAHI, HAWAII; ARCHAEOLOGICAL STUDIES, edited
by H . David Tuggle and P. Bion Griffin (Honolulu, Social Science Research Institute, Univ. of Hawaii, 1973. 329 p ., illus.,
fold ., maps, diagrs., paper., $4.50)
Working under a National Science Foundation grant and an
Hawaiian State Parks contract, students from the Department of
Anthropology of the University of Hawaii excavated for three
seasons ( 1968-1970) in the Lapakahi area of the Island of Hawaii.
The first two sets of papers are an edited version of the report
submitted to the Division of State Parks and relate to population
growth, occupations, social change, and the socio-economic implication of the trail system, while the last two sections comprise
student research papers from the 1969 and 1970 excavations.
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MICRONESIA AT THE CROSSROADS; A Reappraisal of the
Micronesian Political Dilemma, by Carl Heine. (Honolulu, University Press of Hawaii, cl974, xvi, 210 p. $10.00)
Micronesia, the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, may be
called in one sense, the true Far West of America today, although
it is by no means certain that the U.S. will - or should - continue
to be dominant in its islands. These islands, over 2000 in number,
are divided into the Marshalls, the Carolines and the Marianas,
and are spread over 3 million square miles of ocean.
The 100,000 people of this area lived in isolated units until
forced dependence on Spain, Germany, Japan, and finally the
U.S. brought them into a position of colonial dependence. This
searching study, written by a Micronesian and supported by a
twelve-page bibliography, attempts to explain in historical terms
the choices facing Micronesia today as it evaluates the responsibilities and benefits of complete independence, federation, or alignment with the U.S.
THEY WERE ONLY DIGGERS: A Collection of Articles from
California Newspapers, 1851-1866, on Indian and White Relations, assembled and edited by Robert F . Heizer. (Ramona, CA,
BaHena Press, 1974. xv, 126 p. front. paper, $4.95)
Professor Heizer is the editor of the newly established BaHena
Press Publications in Archaeology, Ethnology and History, and he
has also edited this volume, the first of the series.
The articles are taken from Northern California papers (with
three from Nevada and one from Oregon) and are grouped
chronologically under eight subjects: Kidnapping, selling and indenturing, Reservation conditions and affairs, Indian-white conflict, Indian social events, Indians in town, Editorial and public
observations on the Indian problem, Indians vs Chinese, and Condition of Indians. Selected from a larger collection of articles
gathered for research purposes, they are reprinted with no com"
ment beyond that of the preface. No comment is really necessary,
since the excerpts themselves offer eloquent testimony of man's
inhumanity to man.
It might have been better had Dr. Heizer put his title in quotes,
since it is taken from an article in the San Francisco Bulletin ( reprinted as III: 27) and it is used to exemplify the attitude of the
California whites toward the "people they often refused to honor
even with the name 'Indian'."
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THE STORY OF CRATER LAKE NATIONAL PARK, by Howard and Marian Place. (Caldwell, Idaho, Caxton Printers, 1974.
84 p., ill us., ports., maps, paper, $3.95)
Fortunately for our generation and those to come, Crater Lake
was too remote and inaccessible to be of much commercial interest. "Discovered" by whites several times from 1852 on, it was
not photographed until 1874. These early photographs generated
some enthusiasm to save the lake from commercial exploitation,
and in 1885 William Gladstone Steel became its champion par
excellence, and his devoted - and personally financed - efforts
were finally crowned with success in 1902 when President Roosevelt signed the bill which created the park.
The Places have written an interesting history for the general
reader. Quoting from original documents and containing many
contemporary illustrations - with an excellent color photo on the
cover - their book is a worthwhile addition to western collections.

FRONTIER VIOLENCE: Another Look, by W. Eugene Hollon.
(New York, Oxford University Press, 1974. 279 p ., illus. $7.95)
Professor Hollon has written a sober, impressively documented,
and persuasive book on the history of violence on the frontier in
particular and America in general. Far from being primarily exemplified by the "Wild West" and the "brawling frontier," violence
has been the solution most nationalities who emigrated to America
- at least from Europe - used for their problems. From the earliest
days Americans have disregarded laws they did not care for and
denigrated anyone who was unlike themselves.
Violence and lawlessness remained very much a part of American life, even more so in the cities than on the frontier. But the
frontier became to millions "a combination of El Dorado, Zion
and Shangri-la. It offered adventure, excitement and opportunity
for wealth." But, the author points out, it usually did not live up
to this ideal and to keep the legend alive - deliberately or for a
good story - the adventure and the violence were exaggerated.
People believe what they wish to believe, and so they "romanticized" the violent chacteristerics of frontier life and transformed
them into virtues while ignoring the peaceable and workaday
aspects. The frightening thing is that probably today far too
many people still think in terms of vigilante justice and the lynch
law.
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WHERE THE HIGHWAY ENDS, by Geneya Hamilton. (Cambria, CA, Williams Printing Co., 1974. xi, 219 p., illus., ports.,
facsims . $7.50)
This history, which was mentioned as forthcoming in the Winter
1973 issue, is based on a series of newspaper articles prepared by
the author over a period of several years. The sixteen chapters
are divided into three parts: Cambria, After the Dons, and Early
History, and together they give the story of Cambria and the
north coastal area of San Luis Obispo County from the early records of the Spanish padres and explorers to the recent past. To
supplement sparse recorded data Mrs. Hamilton has conducted
many personal interviews, verifying facts wherever possible. Most
of the numerous small illustrations are contemporary. The text is
not footnoted, but there is a bibliography of nearly a hundred
items, and a good index.
THE PUBLIC LIFE OF EUGENE SEMPLE, Promoter and Politician of the Pacific Northwest, by Alan Hynding (Seattle, University of Washington Press, 1973. 195 p., illus., ports. $10.00)
It would not be realistic to call Eugene Semple anything but a
failure. From the time he left his parental home in the mid-West
until his death in a West Coast nursing home f01ty-nine years
later there was little in his personal or public life that could truly
be called a success and much which for a less resilient character
would have been a disaster. Jack of all t.ades - journalist, printer,
lawyer, public official, lumberman, amateur engineer, inventor,
farmer, and speculator - his restless vision always saw golden opportunity, but his reach ever exceeded his grasp. His perception of
the economic possibilities of the Pacific Northwest was, however,
combined with a sense of public responsibility, and he was involved, successfully or otherwise, in most of the activities which
shaped the development of that region. As Governor of the Washington Territory in 1887 and later as a member of the First Washington State Harbor Line Commission he pressed for social benefits
and public control of coastal and river improvements, ideals that
were more advanced than most of his contemporaries could appreciate. Always an optimistic dreamer and a financial failure, he
nevertheless "prodded the public consciousness or enticed the
private investor to exploit a situation or develop a natural resource"
and it is certain that his efforts accelerated and helped shape the
development of the Pacific Northwest.
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CONFRONTATION; The Middle East and World Politics, by
Walter Laqueur. (New York, Quadrangle / The New York Times
Book Co., 1964. 308 p.)
Professor Laqueur, professor of history, author and editor, has,
as he did for the 1967 Six Day War, attempted to pull together
the tangled web of facts, assumptions, and claims surrounding the
fourth Arab-Israeli war and the oil embargo and weave a coherent
and impartial narrative. Time alone, of course can judge how well
he has succeeded. Certainly, the "winter of our discontent" has
demonstrated that many of our old assumptions about the world
and our way of life are suddenly invalid.
TIMBER COUNTRY (Logging in the Great Northwest), by Earl
Roberge. (Caldwell, Idaho, Caxton, c1973. 182 p . col. illus.,
$25.00)
Earl Roberge is a master photographer, and TIMBER COUNTRY is a masterly production. A folio volume of fine color plates,
which in artistic and print quality equal Sierra · Club productions,
it tells the story of modern tree fanning and lumbering from
Oregon to Alaska.
Few of us will be able to look at the pictures of felled giants
without a rush of emotional revulsion, yet common sense dictates
that only through the cutting of a tree will we have the wood that
is such a necessary part of our existence. What Mr. Roberge, long
a lover of the forest and streams, makes amply clear is that modern
forest research and scientific tree breeding and planting will enable tree-farms to supply our needs for wood and wood fibre so
that many virgin acres will be saved as permanent recreation areas.
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SAN AGUSTIN; First Cathedral Church in Arizona, by George
W . Chambers and C. L. Sonnichsen. (Tucson, Arizona Historical Society in collaboration with Arizona Silhouettes, 1974. 55 p.,
ill us., ports. $7.50)
San Agustin has been the patron saint of the inhabitants of the
Tucson region since the seventeenth century days of Father Kino,
but it was nearly a hundred and seventy years before a church
worthy of the name was built in his honor.
This attractive and well-written little volume traces the story of
padres and missionaries, priests and bishops, who struggled to
maintain a place of worship and learning in the rough frontier
town which became a cathedral city before it was named capital of
the territory. Erected by the labor of its members and long a focal
point in the life of the city, it outlived its utility and, like so
many historic landmarks, was put to ignominious use, serving
first as a hotel and later as a garage. It was demolished in 1936,
but its fine carved stone archway was rescued. The rose window
was given to the Society at that time, the rest of the portals in
1973, and the entire facade is now a part of the Society's headquarters in Tucson.
MODERN AUSTRALIA IN DOCUMENTS, v. 1:1901-1939, v. 2 :
1939-1970, by F. K. Crowley. (North Pomfret, Vt., David and
Charles, c1973. $17.50 each)
Professor Crowley has gathered "over a thousand documents
covering almost 800 subjects" and arranged them in chronological
order to illustrate "the major events, developments and controversies in the history of Australia since the establishment of federal
government in 1901." It should be made clear that in this collection
"document" is used to indicate any contemporary publication, and
that the bulk of the selections are from newspapers, with a fair
number taken from journals and from the Commonwealth Parliamentary Debates. Each item is prefaced by a carefully prepared
introductory paragraph to explain its historical significance in the
overall picture.
Well-indexed and attractively printed, these volumes offer an
intimate view of Australian life and development. The chronological arrangement makes it easy to compare conditions there with
those in this country at such times of crisis as the 1918 'flu epidemic, Depression, etc., while the index will lead the researcher
to topics from Aborigines to Zircon.
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SIGNERS OF THE DECLARATION, Historic Places Commemorating the Signing of the Declaration of Independence, edited
by Robert G. Ferris. (Washington, D .C., U.S. National Park
Service, 1973. 310 p., illus., ports., facsim., map. $5.65)
Signers, vol. 18 of the National Survey of Historic Sites and
Buildings, is intended to provide information about the lives and
backgrounds of the 56 men who signed the declaration of our independence. Issued in anticipation of the Bicentennial of that
act, this handsome volume is divided into three parts. The first
contains a portrait and brief biography of each signer, the second
pictures and descriptions of historic sites and buildings associated
with these signers, and the third an appendix on the Declaration
and its history.
THE MARQUESAN JOURNAL OF EDWARD ROBARTS, 17971824, edited, with an introduction by Greg Deming. (Honolulu,
University Press of Hawaii, 1974. 360 p. Pacific History Series
No. 6. $15.00)
Although there are few records of Marquesan life and culture
before the coming of Europeans, two detailed accounts from the
early years of contact have recently been "found" in library archives and are being published in this series. Robart's Journal is
a remarkable account of an ordinary man who spent most of his
far from ordinary life in the Marquesas, Tahiti, New South Wales,
Malaya and India. Living as the natives, he learned the language
and married, forming many associations among the various factions. Professor Deming has extensively annotated his narrative
and helped to clarify the complex nature of the society which
Robarts observed and described, as well as providing an excellent
introduction, bibliography and index.
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NATIONAL ARCHIVES MICROFILM PUBLICATIONS. (Washington, D.C., National Archives and Records Service, 1974. 184
p. paper, free)
Dennis Burton, Archivist, has asked us to inform our readers of
this 1974 edition, which supersedes the out-of-print 1968 LIST OF
NATIONAL ARCHIVES MICROFILM PUBLICATIONS. Listing
more than 100,000 rolls of positive film and providing basic documentation in history, genealogy, economics, political science and
law from the papers of the Continental Congress to the trials of
the World War II war crimes, the catalog may be obtained by request from Publications Sales Branch ( NEPS), National Archives
(GSA), Washington, D.C. 20408.
ROCK ART OF BAJA CALIFORNIA, by Campbell Grant, with
Notes on the Pictographs of Baja California by Leon Diguet
( 1895), translated by Roxanne Lapidus. (Los Angeles, Dawson's Book Shop, 1974, 146 p. illus., diagrs., (part col., part fold.)
$12.50)
No. 33 of the Baja California Travel Series, ROCK ART contains the first published English translation of Diguet's pioneering
work. The original drawings and photographs have been reproduced.
Mr. Grant has supplemented the Diguet material with a biography of Diguet and a list of his known works, a synthesis of the
present knowledge of peninsula rock art and its creators, many
color photographs and drawings, an extensive bibliography, a
list of known sites (keyed to a map) and an index.
Well printed and attractively bound in decorated cloth, this
volume will be a welcome addition to ethnographic / archaeological
collections.
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DOC MIDDLETON; Life and Legends of the Notorious Plains
Outlaw, by Harold Hutton. (Chicago, Swallow Press (Saga
Books) 1974. 290 p., illus., ports, maps. $10.00)
Short of the discovery of the manuscript reputedly written by
Doc Middleron himself it is doubtful that much substantive information will ever be added to what has been so painstakingly collected for this definitive biography. Mr. Hutton spent twenty years
of research and writing to make the story as complete as possible,
and the result is a thoroughly readable, highly believable account
of a minor but intriguing legend of the West.
Dogged and untiring pursuit of every possible lead - newspapers,
census records, war pension records, government archives - gradually yielded names and dates that brought contacts and interviews with relatives and friends, letters, pictures and, along with
a host of colorful legends and unprovable stories, facts that
effectively capture much of what must be the true origins and
early life that the handsome and elusive Doc so effectively obscured for so long. Warning - don't skip the footnotes or the
appendices - you will miss too much.
JUSTICES AND PRESIDENTS, a Political History of Appointments to the Supreme Court, by Henry J. Abraham. (New York,
Oxford University Press, 1974. 310 p. $10.00)
Although constitutional history may seem to be a dry-bones affair, Professor Abraham, long a dedicated student of the judicial
system, has clothed the bones in such articulate and human flesh
that it is difficult to lay his account down.
After a preliminary chapter on the Nixon battles with Congress
over his recent choices, two on a discussion of the qualifications legal or political - for, and mechanics of appointment to, the Court,
Dr. Abraham examines in some detail the appointing Presidents
and their choices, enumerating the criteria, both expressed and
implicit, which determine the men chosen and those passed over.
He then assesses the role played by each appointee in the judicial
process and how this role met or failed to meet the expectations
with which he was selected.
Carefully researched and documented and the product of many
years of study and teaching, the book is exceptionally lucid and
graceful in style. There are many anecdotes and stories of behindthe-scenes maneuvers which help to "humanize" history - Warren
was not the only Justice who astonished his President!
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REDWOODS AND REMINISCENCES, a Chronicle of ... More
than Half a Century Spent in California and Elsewhere, by
Joseph D. Grant (San Francisco, 1973, 215 p., illus., ports.)
The handsome volume, designed and printed by Lawton and
Alfred Kennedy and copyrighted by the Save-the-Redwoods
League, is the autobiography of one of San Francisco's distinguished forebears. The son of two pioneers, Mr. Grant increased
the inheritance left by his father and gave generously of both
himself and his wealth to causes he cherished, notably Stanford
University and the Save-the-Redwoods League, of which he was
a co-founder. His story reflects truly his integrity, his devotion to
work as a positive good, his concern for the welfare of the state
and the nation, and his abiding love of nature, especially the great
redwood forests. Lois C. Stone has capably edited the text and
supplied an index.

SHOAL OF TIME, a History of the Hawaiian Islands, by Gavan
Daws. (Honolulu, University Press of Hawaii, 1973, cl968. 494
p. paper, $4.95)
By arrangement with Macmillan (the hard copy is still in
print) the University Press has issued a paperback edition of
Daws's one volume history of Hawaii. The virtues and shortcomings of the original text (lively style, good research, but poor
bibliographic techniques and a starting date of 1778) are intact,
but the thirty illustrations have not been reproduced.

NAPA WINE, by Robert Louis Stevenson, with notes and introduction by Brian McGinty. (San Francisco, Westwind Books,
c1974. 38 p., port. $10.50)
From the book edition of the "Silverado Squatters" Mr. McGinty
has excerpted the delightful essay on the Stevensons' visit to the
Napa vineyards, fitted it with a well-written introduction and
fully explanatory notes, and issued it in a charming little keepsake
edition.
The antique-style paper and clear, crisp style are enhanced by
a half-cloth binding, the boards covered with a pattern of green
and tan grape leaves. The edition is limited to 950 copies, available
from P.O. Box 1275, San Francisco 94101.
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FOLK AND OTHER TALES FROM THE MOTHER LODE~
edited by Dewey Chambers. (Stockton, CA, University of the
Pacific Press, 1974. 53 p.)
UOP students collected these "oral nuggets" during a winter
term spent in the Mother Lode. Edited for children from the third
through fifth grades, the ten stories are based on actual events Halloween tricks, school days, holiday festivities and the like
- without emphasis on violence or the gold fever. The format is
attractive, but for children the type could have been larger. The
first printing was small, intended primarily for students and
friends, and it is not currently available. However, if there is sufficient demand it will be re-issued in a slightly corrected form at
two-three dollars.

The American Association
for State and Local History
announces publication of

Bicentennial USA
Pathways to Celebration
Robert G. Hartje
with a foreword

by Louis L. Tucker
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Photo of Mary Aram, author of "We Call it Lake Tahoe"
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Number 3 in a series of scholarly studies published by
the .Pacific Center for Western Historical Studies.
Compiled by Thomas B. Marquis, M.D ., from interviews taken between 1926 and 1929 on the Tongue
River Reservation in Montana.
Edited, with introduction and footnotes by Ronald H .
Limbaugh, Ph.D., Associate Professor of History at the
University of the Pacific.
Seventy-nine pages, bibliography and index, plus a
twelve-page previously unpublished Northern Cheyenne
Portrait Gallery.
Don't miss this opportunity to obtain an important new
collection of primary sources covering almost one hundred years of Cheyenne and Sioux history. Includes eyewitness accounts of the Dull Knife tragedy in 1879, the
death of Sitting Bull, and the aftermath of the Wounded
Knee massacre.
To order, fill out the form below and return to:
PACIFIC CENTER FOR WESTERN HISTORICAL
STUDIES
University of the Pacific
Stockton, California 95204
NAME----------------- -- ------- ----------------------------- ----·-----------·-------------ADDRESS ---------------------------------------------------------------·---------------·
CITY -------------·--------- ----- STATE ________________ ZIP ___________________ _
Please enclose $5.50 for each copy ordered. Price ineludes tax and mailing. Books have attractive hardcover
binding.
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